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Rental restrictions draw Orono landlord ire
Part 1 of 2 in an in-depth look at program netting town $30,000 annually described by a major area lessor as 'a joke'
By Rob Stigile
News Editor
More than three years after the
creation of a program intended to
monitor rental properties in the
town of Orono, several area landlords are questioning the legitimacy of the ordinance's aims and
accomplishments.
Some go so far as to conclude
the measure was a way to restrict
areas where college students are
able to live.
First arriving before a town
committee in November 2006 and
being enacted in January 2008,the
Rental Unit Registration Program
was created to "monitor trends in
rental properties within the town,"
according to the ordinance.
F2 h year since,landlords have
been required to register each of
their units and pay a yearly $25
fee. The money was intended to
fund the creation of a database of
these properties that could be used
to study changes in the town's
rental landscape.
A crucial part of this program
was the creation of a rental property-town advisory committee
composed of several landlords,
residents, and officials from the
fire and police departments. This
committee was intended to educate landlords and tenants about
the town's rental laws and to act as
moderator in the case that anyone
should complain about a property.
During the two-year period in
which leaders discussed the ordinance, an amendment was made
to the land-use codes that changed
the number of unrelated indi-

Courtesy of the Town of Orono
Above: A shot of the online GIS map showing all rental units in
the Town of Orono, created using the revenues from the rental unit
registration program.
Right: A part of Orono's zoning map. The altered occupancy limits
set in the land use codes apply to the medium-density residential
zone, shown in orange.
viduals who may live in a single
unit from five to three across the
majority of the town's neighborhoods.
Town officials have stated this
was intended to bring the town's
laws closer to state standards for
boarding houses while also mitigating issues with parking and
noise arising from the spread of
rental properties into neighborhoods traditionally populated by

single-family homes.
Three years and four months
later, the town has created a
$5,000 interactive map and Excel
spreadsheet of rental units from
the nearly $30,000 collected in
annual fees.
The advisory board was disbanded by statute in June 2010,
never receiving a single complaint
and only formally meeting one
time during its tenure.

According to Orono Police
Chief Gary Duquette, the raging
parties of yesteryear no longer
plague the neighborhoods. He attributes this to another ordinance
already in place before the first
discussions of the registration program and alterations to occupancy
allowances.
The annual fee structure
In order to achieve the goal of

maintaining a database of rental
properties, a fee structure was
enacted alongside the registration
program that charges landlords
$25 per unit each year. According
to revenue estimates in the 2008
budget, the town pulls in roughly
$30,000 a year from the fees. The
money is transferred to the General Fund.
With this money,the town paid
the Old Town-based James W.

Sewall Company $5,000 to create
a geographic information system
map, with another $1,500 paid
each year for maintenance, according to Orono Code Enforcement Officer Bill Murphy.
The disparity between the total
earned by the town and the amount
expended for rental-related uses
has become a bone of contention
among some area landlords.
Dennis Cross of Cross Properties, who rents more than 50 units
in Orono, said he would rather
see money generated from this
program be used to improve his
apartments, especially since perceived inadequacies were a driving factor behind the move for
registration.
"I would look at it that money
generated from [the registration
program] ought to be used somehow for the betterment of rental
properties," he said. "If there's
things you want to improve, work
with us and don't just fatten your
coffers in the General Fund."
Chad Bradbury of KC Management, which leases more than
100 apartments in the area,echoed
Cross'sentiments.
"So we said, 'OK, here we
are trying to upgrade our apartments," he said. "Maybe that
money could be used for low-interest loans or something, but I
think the town hasjust gotten used
to spending it."
According to Murphy, the
situation may not be as simple as
merely setting up an account to
grant landlords money to improve

See Renters on A4

Private lender list
to skirt restriction
UMS: Loan info to be easier to access
By Beth Kevit

es and universities from having
preferred lender lists. The act
developed out of an investigaA proposed list of private tion by former New York State
student loan lenders may make Attorney General Andrew Cuoit easier for those enrolled in mo in 2006.
Through that investigation,
classes at the University of
Maine to borrow money for it was discovered that financial
aid departments received kickschool.
The system office will send backs from private lenders in
out "requests for proposals" exchange for steering prospecto private lending companies, tive borrowers toward their
which may include the Maine companies.
In one of the largest settleEducational Loan Authority and
Sallie Mae. The requests will ments to come out of that invesbe questionnaires covering the tigation, Syracuse University's
lenders' benefits, availability, involvement with Citibank was
customer service and interest uncovered. From 2003 to 2006,
Citibank loaned $32.6 million to
rates, among other topics.
Rosa Redonnett, executive Syracuse students and paid the
director of Student Affairs for university's financial aid office
the University of Maine Sys- $164,000 in "referral fees."
That $164,000 was disbursed
tem, said the list will be started
at the system level, then refined to Syracuse students as part of
the settlement.
at the campus level.
Due to unethical practices
She said financial aid directors at each of the seven system such as this, the federal governcampuses expressed a"common ment barred institutions from
interest" that the system should expressing affiliation with parestablish a "certainty that there ticular lenders.
"Strong lender relationships
was a group of qualified lenders that could deal with students [were developed by financial
aid offices] that not only benfairly."
The campuses will be able to efited the students but benefited
select lenders that best fit their themselves too, and that's not
student demographic and pro- legal," Crawford said.
The Student Loan Sunshine
vide information to students,
according to Peggy Crawford, Act also barred financial aid addirector of Financial Aid at ministrators from verbally providing information about lendUMaine.
In 2007, the U.S. Congress ers to students, which limited
passed the Student Loan Sunshine Act, which banned collegSee Loans on A3
Asst. News Editor

Jay Preston • Staff Photographer
The fourth annual Healthy High 420 510.0k saw a field of 265 runners and walkers participate in less than desirable conditions.

UMaine reaches $150 million fundraising goal
By Rachel Curit
For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine has
raised over $150 million from
private sources since a fundraising campaign began in 2005.
Campaign
Maine
was
launched just after Robert Kennedy became UMaine's president and is the largest fundraising campaign in Maine public
university history. Allen and

Sally Fernald, campaign chairs
and UMaine alumni, announced
the goal had been reached at a
dinner in honor of Kennedy on
April 12. Kennedy will step
down from office in June.
"The generosity of our alumni and friends reflects the pride
and enthusiasm that have been
so apparent throughout this
campaign," Kennedy said."The
support has been overwhelming since the day we started the

Cain stresses stu
Orono representative: Bug
elected offi • for change

campaign, and it is immensely
gratifying to consider the permanent impact this effort will
have on the university's academic programs, research enterprise and outreach capacity."
The current total raised
through the campaign is
$152,300,000. This money is
primarily meant for scholarships for students, providing
resources for faculty, strengthening the university's academic

programs, and funding a capital construction and renovation
priorities.
The institution's private
fundraising partners are the
University of Maine Alumni
Association and the University
of Maine Foundation, both of
which are independent organizations that provide fundraising and other forms of support

See Campaign ME on A4
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GSS: Yes to Bangor arena
Senators cite facility's student impact, pass $.14,000 in allocations

'Linguists' laments
languishing languages

By Christopher Crosby

The Interfraternity Council was opinions in a forum on the website.
funded $3,620 to host its "Big Jam" Its completion comes after nearly five
barbeque and entertainment event months of delays.
The University of Maine Student August 28. The event is held annually
GSS also approved the hiring of
Government granted over $14,000 by Greek Life for incoming freshmen Nathan Kinney, a third-year finanin allocations at its April 19 meeting and the campus community and, ac- cial economics student, as the new
and voiced approval of a Bangor ref- cording to the bill, is Greek Life's Vice President of Financial Affairs.
erendum question proposing to build largest recruitment activity.
Current VPFA Giang Vo, who will
a new arena.
The allocation will cover two graduate at the end of the semester,
In passing the resolution, sen- technology managers for setting up said Kinney was the ideal candidate
ate officially endorsed the potential equipment ($120); staging, a genera- for the position.
construction of a new arena slated to tor, tables and grills ($400); a reser"His communications skills are
replace the existing Bangor Audito- vation fee for the Student Recreation outstanding — a very important comrium. According to the bill's sponsor, and Fitness Center ($100); and food ponent of the job is to be able to comSen. Peter Christopher, the current ($3,000). Sen. Jon Allen, who also municate with groups and organizaarena is economically unsustainable serves as president of the IFC, esti- tions. From Nate, the thing that stood
and replacing it would stimulate the mated the event typically impacts 30 out from other candidates is his abilsurrounding area.
percent of the campus.
ity to communicate easily," Vo said.
The men's club rugby team was "He has already established a good
Bangor will hold a referendum
vote May 4 to determine if construc- allocated $1,975 for medical supplies relationship with the people in here,
tion will go ahead.
($200), practice balls ($240), game including the current executives."
According to ChristoThe senate unanimously
pher, the arena's construcapproved the appointment.
tion will be a boon to BanAccording to Ortiz, eight
"What's good for Bangor is good for
gor's economy and will
other candidates applied
directly impact UMaine
for the position, though
the University of Maine and Orono."
students by attracting ennone of those belonged to
tertainment. The arena is
the senate. Kinney will beSen. Casey Lancaster gin his term in September.
expected to pump $26 million annually into the local
The Sustainability Edueconomy, creating 1,500
cation and Ecological Denew jobs — 400 of which
sign (SEED)club received
will become permanent, according to balls ($180), nicking pads ($1,080) final recognition. According to group
official documents.
and tournament fees ($275) associ- representatives, the purpose of the orThe estimated cost of the entire ated with its upcoming games.
ganization is to raise awareness about
plan — which includes an arena,conThe Panhellenic Council was allo- practical implementation of sustainvention center, meeting hall and two cated $1,870 to fund Formal Recruit- able practices, focusing on a range of
sky bridges connecting surrounding ment, the official recruitment proce- issues from agriculture and building
buildings — is between $70- and $80 dure for sororities, from Sept. 6-9. design to sustainable energy.
million. All construction costs are The funding will cover food ($800);
UMSG Vice President Caleb
slated to be covered by the revenue the Interactive Collegiate Solutions Rosser announced that senators will
generated by taxes and y fees from software, a program that matches travel to the State House to meet with
Hollywood Slots.
prospective freshmen women with legislators April 25. Senators will
Sen. Casey Lancaster agreed with a sorority based upon compatibility have the opportunity to address issues
Christopher's assessment of the civic ($600); and vehicle rentals from uni- facing the University of Maine Syscenter's potential impact.
versity motor pool ($470).
tem, including student voting rights,
"What's good for Bangor is good
Student Body President Anthony tuition and Gov. Paul LePage's profor the University of Maine and Ortiz presented a finalized UMSG posed plan to create a fifth year of
Orono," Lancaster said.
website at the meeting, which was high school.
GSS also allocated $14,097 launched April 18. The site includes
Rosser said it would give students
through four allocations.
a message from incoming UMaine a unique opportunity to meet those
$6,632 was allocated the Student President Paul Ferguson, senator bi- who influence higher education polGovernment Health Insurance fund ographies, links to bodies' various icy.
to cover UMSG Administrative Aid subcommittees and a calendar of
"It will give students a glimpse of
Susan D'Angelo's health insurance events.
their legislation as it pertains to educosts.
Students will be able to express cation," he said.
Staff Reporter

Jacquelyn Blanchard •The Maine Campus
After Tuesday night's showing of"The Linguists," Costanza Ocampos-Raeder addresses the revolution of modern language. The movie and panel discussion was
held at the Arthur St. John Hill Auditorium in Barrows Hall to raise awareness of the
endangered languages around the world.

By Chris Chase
StaffReporter
Every two weeks,one of the 7,000 languages in the world disappears forever. By
the end of this century, it's projected that at
least half of them will be gone.
This trend was the focus of a recent
showing of the movie "The Linguists"
on Tuesday in the Arthur St. John Hill
Auditorium in Barrows Hall, sponsored
by the University of Maine's Department
of Modern Languages and Classics. The
movie was followed by a panel discussion
centering on the topic of obscure and dying languages in Maine.
The movie focuses on the trials and
trepidations of two men, Gregory Anderson and David Harrison, linguists who
traveled to various remote areas across the
world to document languages on the verge
of disappearance.
The pair traveled to Siberia, India and
Bolivia to document and film what may be
the last speakers of remote languages that
have been nearly wiped out by imperialistic practices in those countries.
The main motivation for studying these
languages is not just to be able to speak it
but also understand the surrounding cul-

tures and ways of thinking.
"A linguist is a scientist who studies languages," Anderson said in the film. "Not
just to learn the languages,but to figure out
the impossible way the human mind can
make sense of the world around it."
Chulym, one of the endangered languages in the movie,is spoken by a remote
tribe in Siberia. Anderson and Harrison
found only nine speakers of the language
at the time of filming — by 2008, four of
them were dead.
They also studied Callawaya, which is
spoken in Bolivia and was believed to have
been extinct by scholars in their country.
Callawaya is spoken by only a few individuals who are typically medicine men in
remote communities.
After the film, a panel of linguists
working with languages in New England
met to discuss both the film and their own
efforts.
The panel included Constanza Ocampo-Raeder, a professor of anthropology
at UMaine; Jane Smith, chair of the Modern Languages and Classics department;
Cynthia Fox, a professor at the University
at Albany; Pauleena Macdougall of the

See The Linguists on A4

Social justice on the agenda
at nonprofit-led UM lectures
Racial authority, privilege subject of 2 Tuesday talks
By Steve Friesel

and Victor Lewis, curriculum
director for Speakoutnow.org,
led a discussion called "Beyond
Blame, Shame & Guilt: Thinking Rather Than Feeling About
Privileged Systems."
The first forum was for the

with McIntosh talking about
white-skin privilege. McIntosh
began by passing out the essay
Two speakers from a nashe wrote in 1988,"White Privtional nonprofit organization
ilege: Unpacking the Invisible
aiming to educate and empower
Knapsack."
young people to become acShe discussed the privilege
tivists for social
Caucasians have
justice came to
as a result of bethe University of
ing
associated
"What I was taught was to trust the
Maine on Tuesday
with positions of
friendly, white face behind the counter."
for two forums to
authority.
discuss unnoticed
"What I was
gender privileges.
Peggy McIntosh taught was to trust
The event was
Associate director the friendly, white
presented by the
Wellesley College Center for Research on Women face behind the
Division of Stucounter," McIndent Affairs, the
tosh said.
Counseling Center and Peer Ed- general public and was held in
"I can be pretty sure that if
ucation Program, and UMaine's Hauck Auditorium. The second I ask to talk to 'the person in
forum focused on reaching out charge,' I will be facing a perMulticultural Center.
Internationally known activ- to students and was held in the son of my race," she said."I can
ists Peggy McIntosh, associate Donald P. Corbett Business choose blemish cover or bandirector ofthe Wellesley College Building.
Center for Research on Women,
The second forum began
See Speak Out Now on A4
For The Maine Campus

Paul Perkins • Staff Photographer
House Minority Leader Rep. Emily Cain, D-Orono, speaks at the "Introducing Public Policy" workshop.
Cain discussed the importance of voicing views to state representatives as well as the proper etiquette
to do so.
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Representative says constituent input vital to process
By Jamison Cocklin
Staff Reporter
Members of the University
of Maine community gathered
in the FFA Room of the Memorial Union on Tuesday to hear
District 19 State Representative
Emily Cain, D-Orono, explain
how to get more involved in
public policy and the lawmaking process.
The lecture was part of the
UMaine Beautiful Project, an
effort undertaken by the Student Women's Association to
raise awareness for women
who make a difference in their
communities.
Cain, both a Democrat and
the first female minority leader
in Maine's House of Representatives,emphasized how important it is to engage lawmakers.
"From a legislator's perspective, it's all about how we can
get more involved in the com-

munities we serve and what we
can do to help," she said. "And
this is a two-way street. It's a
two-sided coin — we need to
hear from our constituents. So,
really, come talk to me."
Cain said the best way to influence a lawmaker is to establish a personal connection.
Rather than send a bulk
email to a legislator, she said an
email consisting of three talking points that specifically addresses an issue of concern is
more likely to get a lawmaker's
attention.
However, Cain said there
are better ways than email to
communicate with those in
Augusta. She suggested using
local newspapers, calling a legislator's home or approaching
lawmakers in person.
Things like letters to the
editor, op-ed columns and
personal phone calls are often
taken more seriously than the

hundreds of emails legislators
receive every month, according
to Cain.
When asked if calling a legislator's home was acceptable,
Cain said, "Absolutely. This is
why a legislator lists the number for contact."
She also said any communication should be respectable
and concise.
In all, Cain said the goal of
communicating with legislators
is to hold them accountable to
the communities they serve.
She said it is also important to
follow up on an inquiry or a
request in order to make sure
lawmakers are listening and
doing their jobs.
"When I get five phone
calls, I consider it a landslide,"
Cain said. "And when I really
talk with someone on an issue,
I never forget. When you reach
out, you never know what's going to happen.
•
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Athlete establishes health-centric non-profit
Boone founds Washington, D.C.-based organization and Bangor area summer camp to promote childhood fitness
By Jennifer Vincent

grams for obesity and nutrition among youth." A nonprofit has been a large undertaking and credits
graduate student in the UMaine Business School, his success to friends and family, on campus and
Stephanie Palmer, is assisting him with the fund- in Washington, D.C., who have helped him meet
his goal.
A University of Maine athlete has been inspired ing applications.
"Hopefully the grants come through, because
to share his knowledge of physical fitness with un"I've been working on it since last July and it
derprivileged children by founding his own Wash- it's a good cause," Boone said."Maybe we could is so much work," he said."My mother and some
ington, D.C.-based nonprofit called Strong Mind, get a donation from the senior class ofjust a dol- of her coworkers have helped me with the paperStrong Body Inc., and establishing a summer day lar each,especially if people could donate through work and legal documentation."
Bear Bucks. I'm trying to set that up."
camp for children in the Bangor area.
Boone has been collaborating with several
SMSB's fundraising is largely based in Wash- UMaine campus departments to make his vision a
Roosevelt Boone, a fourth-year ldnesiology
and physical education student and UMaine foot- ington, D.C. where Boone's mother and the reality. He has previously volunteered as a Black
ball player, chose the cause of youth wellness af- rest of the Board of Directors have been selling Bear mentor and the Bodwell Center has helped
Krispy 'Creme donuts
ter learning about it in classes.
him to make connec"In class, we deal with childhood obesity all and a book called "The
tions he needs.
"When you go to a summer camp
the time. It's a main topic of discussion," he said. Obama Phenomenon"
"Lisa Morin from the
and make new friends there is no Bodwell Center turned
"I figured, what better to do for that than to start by Ray A. Coleman to
with the youth,give them something to do daily in raise funds. Boone has
telling who you can meet — those me on to the Innovaalso sent fundraising letthe summer time that's free."
tion Center and sent me
relationships last a lifetime."
SMSB's first community initiative will be a ters to local businesses.
a flyer for one of their
free summer day camp at the UMaine campus for He hopes to create more
events," Boone said. "I
students ages 10 to 17, focusing on nutrition and awareness in the Greater
Roosevelt Boone went to that and ever
physical activity. The camp will run for just three Bangor area as summer
Founder since then I've been in
or four weeks this year, as it is a new program. approaches.
Strong Mind,Strong Body Inc. contact with Jesse [Mo"We've sent out a
riarity]."
Transportation to and from Bangor, Brewer, Old
Town, Veazie and Orono will be provided for as press release on campus,
Boone is applying for
hopefully it Will be picked up in some newspapers office and administrative space at the Foster Stumany as 75 campers.
dent Innovation Center. He has also received help
"We are hoping for 75, but if we get 35 kids, like the Bangor Daily," said Boone.
According to Boone, the camp will provide from Campus Recreation Director David Mahan
that's good enough for the first year," Boone
paid and volunteer opportunities for UMaine stu- in the form offree recreational and athletic facilisaid.
ties for the camp, including the Lengyel GymBoone has worked both athletic and hockey dents during the summer.
"I'm not worried about making a salary be- nasium, Student Recreation and Fitness Center
camps at the University of Maine in the past and
hopes to provide a more affordable and educa- cause it's the onset of the program, but I want to and Maine Bound Adventure Center.
make sure I pay my staff because I know it's diftional alternative.
Boone, who will be taking graduate courses
"Those programs are rather expensive and a ficult to find a job here in the summer," he said. at UMaine next year, hopes to grow SMSB and
"That's 10 jobs that Orono didn't have last sum- the summer camp program.
lot of local students don't get an opmer."
"I'll continue it here for as a
portunity to participate in that,"
Boone admits long as possible, but my dream
he said.
that starting a would be to have at least
The SMSB camp's 1/
II
10 other locations
length will depend on
fundraising and finances,
throughout the country, starting here
as Boone wants to cover all
and obviously back
costs of attendance for the campin D.C. where I'm from.
ers. The projected cost of the proFor whatever university is
gram is $50,000 to $55,000.
willing to integrate this into their
According to Boone, SMSB
summer routine, I can offer this
is pursuing "any grant that
funds
proFeatures Editor

program," he said. "I'm expecting to learn a lot
from this first one. I will do some things wrong,
but I look forward to learning and growing a lot
from here."
Though Boone said he cannot prepare for all
the challenges of running this camp, he has put
many hours into planning a comprehensive curriculum for the program.
"We have a tentative schedule with rock climbing, the ropes course, fitness at the Rec Center,
soccer, football, basketball, softball, tennis and
arts and crafts," he said. "We'll have a classroom
session each day with units on nutrition, hygiene,
everything included in wellness."
Boone said he hopes his campers will set and
reach goals related to fitness and wellness over the
course of the camp, but their learning experience
will be the best marker of success.
"For it to be a success I want the children to develop relationships with the counselors, to retain
the information they receive about wellness, and
to take advantage of the opportunity because it's
free for them," he said.
The camp will also have a character building
aspect, according to Boone. He hopes participants
w i 1 I
have a memorable experience
and create strong friendships.
"I want them to
develop great relationships with one another,"
Boone said. "When
you go to a summer
camp and make new
friends there is no telling who you can meet
— those relation- ships
last a lifetime."

Illustration by Beth Kevit

Loans
from Al
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honest administrators' ability to
sway a student toward the best
loan program for him or her. Financial aid offices that disregard
the federal restriction could face
penalties.
"For the past two years,
we've all been too scared to
[create a replacement list]," said
Connie Smith, associate director of Financial Aid at UMaine.
"It's hard when a student calls.
I just think of myself going out
to find a lender. The sky's the
limit."
Smith described situations
when students would call her
office seeking advice about
their finances or when students
would call with information
about a bad experience with
a lender, wanting to dissuade
other students from using those
organizations.
"We know, but we're not allowed to answer that because
then it looks like we're pushing
the student toward that lender,"
Crawford said.
While some private lenders
offer interest rates and services
that fit a student's needs, others
base lending on credit scores,
which can hurt a student in the
long run.
"If you have good credit,
you're going to get a really good
interest rate," Smith said."But if
you have bad credit, it could be
a bad interest rate. In that sense,
it's like a credit card."
Rather than have students
take out higher-interest loans,
the request for proposals program will have lenders provide
information that can then be
transmitted to students without
financial aid offices expressing
preference.
"This really isn't a 'preferred' list," Redonnett said.
"There's a bunch of language
that would have to be available
... that inclusion on a list is not
an endorsement."
While Redonnett was not sure

whether all seven system campuses previously had preferred
lending lists, she said the inability to provide information about
lenders after the enactment of
the Student Loan Sunshine Act
limited the amount of information available to students.
"Lenders can be so variable.
Some provide wonderful services — some not so," she said.
"I do think this is an attempt to
get information out to students
once again."
According to Smith, the
UMaine Financial Aid office
processed 1,434 private student
loans —a total of $11.3 million
— for the 2010-2011 academic
year.
"Last year, student loan debt
topped credit card debt for the
first time ever, and now this year
it will top $1 trillion," according to a press release from Rich
Williams, a higher education
advocate at U.S. Public Interest
Research Groups. "Just over a
decade ago only a third of college graduates had to borrow
money and their average debt
was around $12,000. Now over
two-thirds of graduates must
borrow money and their average
debt level is almost $25,000."
With so many students taking
out private loans to supplement
federal financial aid, the need
for affordable interest rates and
a system of evaluating lenders is
evident on campus.
"We're feeling as though it
will be safer for us to have a
list," Smith said.
Crawford said a lack of a
lender list with loan interest
rates can lead to variable lending. If those interest rates were
published for students, she said,
they would be more likely to receive consistent loan terms.
"We don't want the student
dealing with something where
they have to jump through 87
hoops," she said.
Crawford hopes to see the
lender list online by mid-summer so it would be available for
students to fill financial aid gaps
in the fall.
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Renters
from Al
their apartments.
"Just like any other license or
permit,[the fees] get added to the
general account for the town," he
said, adding he did not believe
it "would even be legal" for the
money to be used for a specific
purpose.
Legal barriers aside, these
landlords feel the fees collected
under the registration program
are simply an unfair additional
charge to a group that pays a substantial portion of the town's tax
revenues.
"The part that can be bothersome to landlords is that we really are the biggest industry in the
town of Orono," Cross said. "I
mean, Orono doesn't have other
industry, and we are a major contributor to the tax base."
While KC Management and
Cross Properties pay hundreds
of dollars in these fees each year,
stipulations in the leases these
companies use would seem to
suggest it is not hurting their businesses as much as their owners
let on — close inspection of both
companies' lease agreements reveal fees are passed along to tenants.
This may come as a surprise to
some who rent from these companies, especially students who
Murphy characterized as notorious for only giving a passing
glance to a lease before signing.
He said the majority of calls he
receives from renters come at the
beginning of the school year as
students move in and realize what
they have agreed to pay for.
"Parents will call and say,`My
child has rented a place we do not
feel is habitable," Murphy said.
"I ask them,'Did you look at the
place before you rented it? Did
you know the place had no win-

dows or broken windows before
you rented?"
A recent posting to the UMaine
Forum on the FirstClass email
server by student Jack McCabe
would seem to confirm Murphy's
assessment of the student population's attention to detail. On
March 14, he wrote that he received a $25 bill from the town of
Orono in relation to this fee.
"Anyone have any info on
this or anything related any help
would be grand," McCabe wrote.

an integral part of the strategy to
reduce problems with rental properties, something reflected in the
ordinance's language — more
than a third of its 1,822 words are
devoted to this body.
Despite the committee's stated purpose, it would seem little
came out of its formation. Several
members of the body confirmed
only one formal meeting was ever
held throughout its tenure and no
complaints were ever received.
Today the committee stands

"Parents will call and say,'My child has rented
a place we do not feel is habitable.'I ask them,
'Did you look at the place before you rented
it? Did you know the place had no windows
or broken windows before you rented?'
Bill Murphy
Code enforcement officer
Town of Orono

The Rental Property-Town
Advisory Committee
When the ordinance was enacted, a 10-member advisory
committee was created to act as
both an information resource for
landlords and tenants alike as well
as helping to mitigate any complaints about rental units the town
received.
According to the ordinance,
the board was to be made up of
three landlords, two tenants, one
representative each from the fire
and police departments, a member of UMaine's administrative
staff, and two individuals to speak
on behalf of the town's neighborhoods in which rental units are
numerous.
As this "is just an informational ordinance," as Town Planner Evan Richert explained, the
creation of an advisory committee
was seen during the initial talks as

Police
Beat
The best from UMaine's finest

Working it out
The University of Maine
Police Department received a
report of an assault at the Student Recreation and Fitness
Center at 5:56 p.m. April 15.
According to UMPD Sgt. Bob
Norman, two males were involved in the incident and no
injuries were reported. Norman said the case has been referred to the Penobscot County District Attorney's office to
review.
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Grand scheme
Officers on patrol at 7:36
p.m. April 18 found a broken
window on the side of Stewart Commons facing the quad.
The window was worth an estimated $1,000.
Without a Paddle
UMPD received a report of
a stolen kayak at 12:21 p.m.
April 15. The kayak was tied
to a pickup truck left in the
Rec Center parking lot, and
it was stolen at some point

disbanded,as the ordinance's sunset provision states the body "shall
expire on June 30, 2010, unless,
upon review of the effectiveness
of and need for the committee,the
town council extends it."
When asked if his office ever
received any calls about problematic rental properties, Murphy
said, "Not really, no" and stated
the town's "landlords are willing
to resolve issues" usually without
official intervention.
Barbara Smith, a staff associate for Student Affairs at UMaine,
said while most of the landlords
leasing multiple properties generally comply with the law, the
advisory committee was created
with another group in mind.
"It's the person who has an
apartment above their garage
and built it themselves who don't
know the codes," she said.
Murphy said he has spoken
with Orono's new town manager,
between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m.
April 14. The kayak is a yellow, one-person Wave Sport
X and is worth an estimated
$400.
Silver dollars
UMPD received a report of
a hit-and-run accident at 12:13
p.m. April 16. An unknown
vehicle struck a silver 2003
Honda left in the Rec Center parking lot at some point
between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m.
April 14, causing an estimated
$100 of damage.
Three's Company
UMPD received a report of
the smell of marijuana coming from a fourth-floor room
in Somerset Hall at 10:57
p.m. April 16. Officers located
the source of the smell and
knocked on the room's door.
A resident answered the door
and officers were able to see
marijuana and drug paraphernalia on a table in the middle

Sophie Wilson,about reviving the
committee. However, no official
action has yet been taken to that
end.
Despite the stated efforts to inform and educate those involved
in Orono's rental process, minutes
from town meetings paint a somewhat different picture.
The minutes from the Nov. 3,
2008, Community DevelopmentFinance Committee meeting, 10
months after the ordinance was
enacted, state that Murphy reported on the status of the registration
effort. He also spoke about an inspection he carried out on a rental
unit with six occupants.
Immediately thereafter, the
written record states that Terri
Hutchinson, then-chair of the
Community Development committee, "encouraged Mr. Murphy
to minimize the information given
to tenants," also noting "she did
not want him to take abuse from
people."
Unfortunately, officials at the
Orono town office could not locate an audio recording of this
meeting and Hutchinson did not
respond to requests for comment
by press time, leaving this record
without context.
If the record's literal context
holds, it would constitute an explicit instruction from a public
official to the code enforcement
officer to withhold information
about a program formed in order
to educate the public.
Bradbury described the program most succinctly.
"It's really become a joke," he
said.
Michael Shepherd contributed
to this report.
Editor's note: Check Monday's
issuefor part two ofthis story detailing how stricter enforcementof
existing policies has curbed disorderly property cases and how occupancy restrictions have affected
Orono's rental landscape.

Campaign ME
from Al
for the university. The Pulp and
Paper Foundation and the 4-H
Foundation were also partners
in the campaign.
"This campaign reflects
an overarching vision for
UMaine's future which will
depend on an ongoing, robust
private fundraising effort,"
said Vice President for Development and Alumni Relations
Eric Rolfson.
"While the $150 million campaign goal has been reached,the
campaign will continue through
June 30 of this year," said Joe

Speak Out Now
from A2
dages in 'flesh' color and have
them more or less match my
skin."
Afterward, Lewis took the
stage and began talking with
students about male privilege.
He involved the audience many
times, asking about instances
students have had regarding
male and female privileges.
"How many of my sisters in
the room carry their keys in their
hands when leaving a building
and on the walk to their car?" he
said.
Nearly every female student
in the room raised their hands.
Lewis then asked the same
question to the males. Only a
few people raised their hands.
Lewis continued by asking the women if they had ever
bought clothes based solely on
how "cute" they looked, even if
they were uncomfortable.
He then asked the same
question to the men. The results
mirrored the answers regarding

of the room. Patrick Damicis, Stephen Chastain, 19, who
18; Shane Tyack, 19; and Lu- admitted to smoking maricien Langlois, 18, were issued juana. Officers seized a usesummonses for possession of able amount of marijuana and
a useable amount of marijuana drug paraphernalia from the
and were referred to Judicial room. Chastain was issued a
Affairs.
summons for possession of a
useable amount of marijuana
Big bong Hunter
and was referred to Judicial
Officers responding to Affairs. According to Noran unrelated call noticed man, the drug paraphernalia
the smell of marijuana corn- was destroyed.
ing from a third-floor room
in Knox Hall at 2 a.m. April The Chi is falling
16. The room's resident conUMPD and the University
sented to a search of the room of Maine Volunteer Ambuand gave the officers his bong. lance Corps were called to the
Hunter Richmond, 19, was is- Chi Omega house at 12 a.m.
sued a summons for sale or use April 17. A 20-year-old female
of drug paraphernalia and was had fallen and required medireferred to Judicial Affairs.
cal assistance. Officers determined she was intoxicated and
Trashed hash
she was referred to Judicial
UMPD received a report of Affairs. She did not need to be
the smell of marijuana com- transported for medical care.
ing from a fourth-floor room
in Penobscot Hall at 1:16 Officers flagged down
a.m. April 17. Officers spoke
Officers on patrol at 3:21
with the resident of the room, a.m. noticed a 19-year-old

Carr, UMaine spokesman, who
is responsible for some of the
communications
involving
Campaign Maine, such as publicizing its achievements.
"Private fundraising efforts
are ongoing and essential to the
university's success," Carr said.
"Planning for the next campaign
is likely to begin as soon as this
one ends, but the effort, involving all of the partner organizations, will continue unabated."
"Campaign Maine is all
about people, opportunity and
impact — and about ensuring
that UMaine, the 'College of
Our Hearts Always,' flourishes
for centuries to come," Kennedy wrote in a release.

keys.
McIntosh and Lewis used
these common examples to help
explain exactly what they meant
by "privileged systems."
"We need courage — something that isn't taught by the
university," Lewis said.
They moved on to an activity
that encouraged students to talk
amongst themselves. Students
sitting next to each other discussed unearned advantageous
and disadvantageous privileges
in their lives. To help assure
students, the speakers said that
anything talked about during
the activity should remain confidential.
Once the students grasped the
various privileges in their lives,
McIntosh and Lewis opened the
floor to a new discussion.
"Have you used your privilege to weaken the system of
privilege?" McIntosh asked.
Students replied with ways
they used their advantages to
assist those without them. Many
students provided examples,
such as standing up to insensitive jokes.
male walking down the street
at the corner of Rangeley
Road and Park Street carrying
a flag from a nearby lawn. He
admitted to drinking and was
referred to Judicial Affairs.
Knoxed out
UMPD and UVAC were
called to the first floor of Knox
Hall at 1:19 a.m. April 16. A
19-year-old male was found
unresponsive in his dorm
room. He was transported for
medical care and was referred
to Judicial Affairs.
By passed oil spill
UMPD received a report of
a moped leaking gasoline in
the bike storage room in the
basement of Kennebec Hall
at 8:09 a.m. April 15. Officers
located the moped's owner,
who removed it from the basement.

Compiled from
staff reports

has been created that features an
archive of recorded conversations
between native speakers.
"They can hear people who
Maine Folklife Center; and Ju- sound like their parents or grandlia Schulz representing the Lan- parents," Schulz said.
The efforts to help people preguage Keepers, an organization
dedicated to the preservation and serve their language are not alrevival of dying tongues.
ways as simple as asking them to
Fox and Smith are studying talk. Often people have grown up
Franco-Americans and how the feeling ashamed of their native
French language has evolved in language due to social pressures
the United States. Much of their and have chosen not to speak it.
research has focused on nuances
"One thing you have to be
of the language found in different sensitive to is not to make people
regions.
feel bad, like it is their fault that
"What are the limits of what a the language is dying," Fox said.
language can be and still be the
"It has to come from the comsame language?" Fox asked.
munity," Smith said.
The movie featured a pair of
Schulz is embarking on a similar project, aiming at preserving researchers going into homes and
the Passamaquoddy and Maliseet setting meetings where people
dialects of the Algonquian lan- would be asked to speak, a proguage Native Americans have cess the panel disagreed with.
spoken in Maine for hundreds of They feel it is the property of the
years. The program,sponsored by people themselves and not rethe National Science Foundation, searchers,and that they should be
has taken great steps to digitize the ones to preserve their culture.
and preserve the language.
The overall goal of the lecture
UMaine recently published "primarily to raise the awareness
a Passamaquoddy-Maliseet-to- that languages are dying out at
English dictionary that includes a fairly quick pace," Smith said.
more than 18,000 words in the "And one doesn't need to go to
language. In addition, a website great distances to find one."

The Linguists

Virtues Hair & Skin Salon
Our Aveda stylists are trained to
pamper and expertly care for you and
create looks that suit your life and your
style. And it's all done with pure flower
and plant ingredients that protect
nature's beauty while enhancing yours.
Book one, get one 50% off! Book a
color appointment for you,
your friend gets 50% off.
Men's cut special! Bring your guy
with you and he gets his cut 50%
off. Discount for new clients only.
Find us on facebook!
vvww.virtuessalon.com
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'Diversions
Dinosaur Comics

By Ryan North

In scrabble, you and your
friends pretend that you're
unable to speak OR write, but
luckily, you have a bunch of
tiny pieces of wood with
letters on them in your
pockets' You each grab a
handful and.
take turns
chatting up
y
each other.
ft•

•

Crossword Puzzle

grid is provided, so you put your letters
down there. For example, you may want to
start with "WHAT CAPRICIOUS GOD wOULD CRAFT
THIS TERRIBLE FATE", but you won't have
enough letters for that.
N
So you'll fall back to
"HELLO", but oops, no "E",
.
so instead you open the
..,.
conversation with 'ABS'.
' Your friend, in similar
circumstances, might reply
A

SCRABBLE
AS SHE IS
PLAYED
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Tools
BAND SAW
BOLT CUTTER
BRUSH
BUFFER
CALIPER
CHALK
CHISEL
CLAMP
COPING SAW
CROWBAR
DADO
DIVIDER
DRILL PRESS
FILE
GRINDER
HAMMER
HAND SAW
HEX KEY
JIG SAW
JOINTER
KNIFE
LATHE
MALLET
MITER BOX
PLANE
PLIER

POLISHER
PROTRACTOR
PRY BAR
PUNCH
RASP
RATCHET
ROUTER
SANDER
SAWHORSE
SCREWDRIVER
SCROLL SAW
SOCKETS
SPRAY GUN
SQUARE
STAPLE GUN
STUD FINDER
TABLE SAW
TAPE MEASURE
TAPS AND DIES
TINSNIPS
VISE
WOOD RULE
WRECKING BAR
WRENCH
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55

$8

45
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Find and circle all ofthe Tools that are hidden in the grid.
The remaining letters spell a secret mess.lge - a Henry David
Thoreau quotation
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Sudoku puzzles provided by sudoku.name. Used with permission.

• Each row must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each column must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.

4
96

61

62

63

66

69

11

2- Fragrant resin
3- Permeate
4- Pigeon coop
5-This
stickup!
6- Curved bone
7- Animation unit
8- Ring of color
9- A little lower?
10- German submarine
11- Wine served
with food
12- Compass pt.
13- Roulette bet
18- Beast of burden
22- Marsh
24- Antitoxins
25- Follow
26- Botanist Gray
28- Satisfies
29- Inscribed pillar
30- Assumed attitudes
31- Tending to a
definite end
33-Worth

34- Frosting
35- Pertaining to
Caesar
36- Drag
38- Actor Chaney
40- Wagon
41- A dish with
many ingredients
43- Coal container
46- Do something
47- Pendent ornament
49- Compact
Aviv
5152- Heartburn
53- Loose fiber
used for caulking
54- Bed down
56- Goes out with
57- Filmmaker
Riefenstahl
58- Kareem, once
59- Jackie's second
61- Tax pro
62- Baseball bat
wood
63- Destiny

Taurus - April 21 to May 21 - Look closely at motives and honesty in your personal encounters. You can make drastic changes in
your professional direction today. Your emotions will vacillate.
Gemini - May 22 to June 21- Changes in your home may
be alarming at first. Lovers may not be truthful. Don't let
your mate force you into making a decision if you aren't
ready.
Cancer - June 22 to July 22 - You don't want to give anyone fuel for the fire. You need to distance yourself from the
situation for a little while first. Don't make excuses.

Libra - Sept. 24 to Oct. 23 - Your mind will be on secret
affairs. Make sure all of your travel and driver's documents
are in proper order. You will earn recognition for the work
you are doing.

0
JO

z
•

• Each 3x3 box must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
There is only one
correct answer.

7
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Sudoku Puzzle
2
9

52

Virgo - Aug. 23 to Sept. 23 - Offers of joint ventures are
likely. Don't overspend on children or on large purchases.
Try to stay ahead of the game.

vv

V

III

404111111
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•

A

38

Leo - July 23 to Aug. 22 - Limitations will set in if you
haven't followed the rules. Children or friends may try to
borrow money. Be honest in your communication and don't
lose your cool if someone backs you into a corner.

•
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11

RUIN
11111
II
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Answer key in sports

Down
1- Foot-operated
lever

A
A

29

Aries - Mairh 21 to April 20 - Try to be reasonable. Organize
your day to avoid any setbacks that might ignite tempers. Do not
jump to conclusions concerning your romantic partner.

A

X
A

28
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32
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43- Certain Indonesians
44- Young
45- Cutting
48- Mild oath
50- Division of a
long poem
51- New Mexico
art colony
55- Reposes
57- Juridical
58- Singer Cleo
60- Squamous
64- Clear the board
65- Big name in
printers
66- Calendar abbr.
67- Fermented
grape juices
68- Actress Christine
69- Roadie's burden
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Word Search
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• Across
• 1- Architect I.M.
4- About
. 9- More adorable
• 14- "Slippery" tree
• 15- Bendable twig,
•
usually of a willow
. tree
• 16- Demote
•
Open to ques• 17tion
• 19- Like ears
• 20- Divert
• 21- Garbage
• 23- Falsehoods
24- Hackneyed
. 27- Actress Harper
• 30- Ryot
Buddhist
•
• 32temple
•
. 33- State in SE
• Australia
• 37- Best of a group
• 39- Random
40- U.S. Army
• officer
• 42- Feudal lord
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with words now meaningless, points
Yes' And you can all talk
But there's points,
do the heavy lifting for communicat- again, each word now precious,
aren't there?
ion. 16 points might mean "I now
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J
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Difficulty level: Medium
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Scorpio - Oct. 24 to Nov. 22 - You should socialize with
clients or upper echelons of your industry if possible. Lovers will be demanding. You are best to sign your partner up
for activities that will be tiring. Consider applying for a job
abroad.
Sagittarius - Nov. 23 to Dec. 21 - You might have a problem hanging on to your money today. Set a limit, or you'll
wind up on a tight budget. You are best to back away from
commitment.
Capricorn - Dec 22. to Jan. 20 - You may have difficulties with in-laws or family members. Your lack of interest in
your partner is a problem. Renovations or purchases made
for your home will pay off.
Aquarius - Jan. 21 to Feb. 19 - Keep your wits about you
and be sure that you can trust those you confide in. Feeling
under the weather may be a result of overindulgence. Work
quietly at your own goals and forget about situations that
you can do little about.
Pisces - Feb. 20 to March 20 - Relatives may be difficult
to deal with. Property purchases should be on your mind.
Remain calm.
Horoscopes courtesy of astrology-online.com
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EDITORIAL

Orono renters
ruling a college
town letdown
Tb

e concept of home becomes progressively more discomobulated with age. The room occupied now will be left
behind for another, more convenient space in a more favorable town and home,as a notion, will transfer with the luggage.
It's a vicious cycle every person of ambition is forced to accommodate and an especially daunting circumnavigation during
its first orbit: The college years.
But when the hopeful University of Maine student takes to
the Orono renters ads, they're in for a disruption in the homescavenger's route — this town simply doesn't have any vacancy
for their ilk, not in areas of merit, anyway.
To the town of Orono, the UMaine student possesses the decency of an untrained dog. They are presumably irresponsible,
unrefined and incredibly expensive.They make a mess,they bark
all night and when one pack leaves, another set of strays claims
the area.
Dirty mongrels such as us are fit only for specific locations
— the pounds of Orono, per se. Leaving the confines is made
practically impossible by the high fences of Orono ordinances.
And Orono, with its steadfast loyalty to its stunted rental unit
registration program, indicates that the dog days are far from
over.
As detailed in an Al story in today's edition of The Maine
Campus,locations have been sectioned off by the town council as
unavailable to college students en masse due to the restriction set
within the aforementioned policy. The land use code insists that
no more than three unrelated individuals are allowed to rent one
unit together and a majority of the properties in the more quaint
areas of Orono include four bedrooms or more.
Thus,certain college students are denied opportunities to discover a decent first or second home — no matter how well-behaved they may be — due to petty stereotypes regarding the socalled typical, rabid college lifestyle.
In this sort of red line situation, it's not only students getting
shafted with unfounded assumptions. The landlords and renters
tend to receive the snout smack as well.
It's not difficult to venture that a renter's best investment
comes when there are more tenants to subsidize. Not only are
these rent agencies denied a chance to capitali7e on the college
town benefits of housing bigger groups ofconstantly replenishing
clientele, but they have also been unfairly put in the position of
parent regarding tenants' behaviors.
All of these ordinances are clearly based in grandiose conjectures that seem to solely serve a cushy incentive for those sitting
on the town council. It has been mentioned that improvements are
to be made to the neighborhoods sanctioned as suitable for college students, yet despite all of the possible financing left over in
the maintenance of the ordinance, no changes have been made.
It's high time these top dogs lower their noses and embrace the
location they chose to inhabit. Orono is, after all, a college town;
it garners a great deal of business from the collegiate crowd and
its top attraction is the university.
Even though college students may not be year-round inhabitants, when headed to Orono for another semester,they are homeward bound nonetheless.
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Readers speak: Letter of amends, note of love
Boyne not bad guys in Sugarloaf
rebirth, provide better slope for
future
I'm writing this in response to an
article entitled "Sugarloaf quality
goes downslope under Boyne," written by Rob Stigile for April 18, 2011.
I'm not one to side with major
corporations, but I feel compelled to
voice my opinion in the case for Sugarloaf. A native of Carrabassett Valley, I feel I can paint a clearer picture
of the current situation at Sugarloaf
than the one Stigile provided.
Stigile begins his article appropriately by addressing the fall of the
Spillway Chairlift that made national
headlines this winter. I agree that people falling and getting hurt is bad and
obviously the management of Sugarloaf should take the blame — which
they have — because they're the ones
doing the day-to-day operations on
the mountain, not Boyne. They are
also the same folks who were running
Sugarloaf before CNL purchased the
mountain in 2007, but I digress.
Stigile continues to voice his concerns over the allocation of money
being invested into Sugarloaf. He
sarcastically says "Maybe the lifts
are where Boyne has been investing
millions?" It's actually impossible

for Boyne to invest millions because
Boyne doesn't even own Sugarloaf
— CNL Lifestyle Properties does.
Some fact checking would have
been helpful, no?
Sarcasm aside, Stigile couldn't be
more on point with this statement;
CNL is in fact constructing a new
$3 million quad this summer, which
many Sugarloafers', myself included,
are very excited about.
Also, Stigile's criticisms of the
new "Mooscelator" and the painting
of chair lift poles seems completely
unwarranted. Perhaps he just has a
grudge against children and basic ski
resort maintenance?
Stigile continues to voice his displeasure with the recent Bracket
Basin expansion, commenting that
"more than 40 percent of the planned
total was part of the existing Cant
Dog glade." I'm not sure if this number is correct, but regardless of this
monetary fact, the project isn't even
finished yet.
By next season there will be an
additional 135 acres of side country
glades, which will be nothing short
of amazing, but I suppose if you want
more acres, grab a chainsaw and start
cutting.
It is true that Jaws and the Salsa

Shack have both been torn down to
the displeasure of many skiers and
riders, but knowingly allowing these
shoddy buildings to continue existing
just so some kids could have a place
to smoke dope and drink would be an
incredibly unwise business decision.
We don't want Sugarloaf's money going to some Joe who sued the mountain because he broke his leg walking
into the old Salsa Shack.
My point is that I feel like Sugarloaf's future looks quite promising
and we have Boyne to thank for helping manage these long-term goals.
Is that so "haad to undah-stand?"
David Fullerton
Bret Michaels leaves audience
breathless
Bret Michaels is one of the most
beautiful men to ever grace a stage.
His charm, style and uniqueness have
always made him stand out. I would
love to meet him someday and express how much I admire him.
Frank
Responding to"'80s rocker and
VH1 star provides nothing but a good
timefor all," Apr. 18, 2011
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Political columnist: Trump presidential Columnist: Ambition
in America ousted
campaign stumps and exasperates
due to outsourcing
What is most interesting
about this whole
Donald Trump saga is
the demeanor he has
brought with him on
the campaign trail.

If we're talking about which party Trump supports, he has a penchant for following the Democrats. He donated $50,000 to Obama's former Chief
of Staff Rahm Emanuel during his run for mayor
of Chicago this past winter, and donated well over
$100,000 to Democratic senatorial candidates during the midterm elections.
Yet, this guy is running for the Republican nomination.
The Donald has gone from interview to interview
largely ignoring questions about his apparent shift
in policy and has done nothing to address the huge
sums of money he has donated to the opposition
party.
I must note, this is one of the most absurd spectacles I have ever witnessed. A guy who has been
all over the map ideologically and has donated hundreds of thousands of dollars to Democrats is now
leading the pack of Republicans eyeing the presidency? How long will it be before the Republicans
start beating him over the head with these statistics?
Trump goes from one cable news channel to another demanding the president's birth certificate
— the only cohesive message he has been able to
get across. And this person — who is questioning
the constitutionality of our president on the grounds
of some wild, hate-filled conspiracy theory — is the
frontrunner of one of the two major political parties
in the most powerful nation in the world.
Recently, Republican heavyweights have backed
off of this absurd birther notion after months of dithering on the issue. Sen. John McCain of Arizona has
always resisted temptation to bait the birther issue.
Just this week, Gov. Jan Brewer of Arizona vetoed
a birther bill. Many Republicans have also mocked
Trump because of the birther issue at the heart of
his campaign.
This attention is the kind egomaniacs like Trump
cannot stay away from. The television shows and
the appearances on TMZ were just not enough — in
order to fill the void, running for president seemed
like a fun thing to do, so Trump compiled his money
and did it.
I think around this time next month, NBC will be
releasing their next season's lineup, and The Donald
will be featured once again. Our imaginations are
all the better for having dreamt up this wild presidency.

there are implications for those people who take jobs in call centers and
manufacturing plants popping up all
RYANNE
over Asia.
NASON
Due to their service to North
American consumers, most call center employees work throughout the
night, leaving the close-knit tradiCOLUMNIST
tional families embraced by Indian
PETE CHRISTOPHER
culture to take a job that offers prestige in the community. Many young
Democrats across the nation have been watching
Indian adults are forced to make a
with excitement as Donald Trump's unconventiondecision between family values or
In a sluggish economy that has career advancement.
al presidential bid unfolds. Their excitement level
many Americans struggling to find
went through the roof Tuesday when The Donald
On a corporate level, outsourcing
jobs, we must search for reason and may appear to be beneficial; howevcame in first in a CNN opinion poll.
resolution.
Conservative pundits and Republican Party leader, it is expensive to set up a reliable
Leading the economic issue is call center in a developing country.
ers alike have taken aim at Trump due to his outcorporate America and its general In a location where power grids are
landish campaign so far. From Eric Cantor to Karl
push to outsource jobs to countries often down, it is important to bring
Rove, Republican heavyweights have all taken aim
like India and China, where labor is in a phone system that will not falter
at the New York businessman.
cheap and readily available.
Trump has made no qualms about taking them all
in a time of need.
The prime offender in this corto task, either. He took George Bush head-on at a
Also adding to the expense are
porate travesty is most definitely
tea party rally Saturday when he said, "Like him or
the buildings themselves — large,
Walmart, and there is little that can air-conditioned structures that house
hate him, if it's not for him, we don't have Barack
be done to stop this global monster. various workers as they go about
Obama and I don't approve of that." In 2008, takWith more than 8,000 stores world- their day.
ing jabs at the 43rd president was popular, but this
wide, Walmart is the world's largest
is 2011. Statements like that send shockwaves
Obviously, taking jobs out of the
retailer, grossing more revenue than United States, no matter how lucrathroughout the political realm.
any other company and helping re- tive it may seem to be for corporate
What is most interesting about this whole Donald
duce
the costs of goods by selling in business CEO's,has many detrimenTrump saga is the demeanor he has brought with
bulk.
him on the campaign trail — he is running for presital effects. In America, it is likely
dent as if it were some kind of game,such as the one
ex-employees will have and spread
he hosts on NBC.
a negative perception of a company
Obviously, taking jobs out that
Since Trump became a public figure, he has
laid them off and will conseshown he is willing to take any stance on any issue
of the United States, no quently lack enthusiasm when purand back any candidate who would advance his cachasing products manufactured by
matter how lucrative it
reer. Voters are not forgiving to people who waver
that company.
on issues like abortion, gun rights and affirmative
may seem to be for corpoBefore seeking out the nearest
action, just to name a few.
Walmart
to pick up a notebook for
rate business CEO's, has
With good reason, people don't want a presia project or a CD to rock out to in
many detrimental effects. your car, think about the potential
dent who is making up their mind on-the-fly or one
whose values change with each coming day.
outsourcing involved in the product
If we're talking strictly issues, Trump has been all
you are buying. It is quite possible
However, this comes at a cost.
over the map. He has advocated for a single-payer
the Dell computer you bought has a
Walmartcurrently imports a majority
universal health care plan. He proposed a one-time
call center in India, providing techniof
goods from China, where labor is cal support to users — a service once
worth
of
wealthy
Amer14.25 percent tax on the net
inexpensive and incentives are high provided on the home front. And
icans in 1999 in order to erase the debt. He has also
for
mass production. At the expense
promoted both pro-life and pro-choice causes during
Pete Christopher is afourth-year secondary eduyour neighbor across the street may
different stages of his life. In all recent statements cation student. This is his last political column for of manufacturers based in the United have lost their job due to your simple
States, we are now importing more purchase of an iPod at Walmart.
since he began his run for the presidency, Trump The Maine Campus.
goods than we export, accruing debt
has fallen in line behind the Republican caucus.
Call me paranoid, but outsourcing
to countries like China.
is a huge problem with not nearly
While it may be easy to point enough attention focused upon it.
the finger at corporate giants like With cheap labor threatening our doWalmart, our own government is mestic employees, we need to take
outsourcing jobs to India as well.
the steps to ensure at least some jobs
When you receive a call about
stay in the United States.
welfare benefits or medicare subAlthough it is incredibly diffiscriptions, it's likely you will be cult to avoid corporate giants like
talking not to a fellow countryman, Walmart because our budgets may
but rather to someone from India. not always be able to support local
Indians are now filing tax returns businesses, it is the right thing to try.
for U.S. companies as well. This
Be conscientious of all your purtrend has become more prominent chases and think about the implicain recent years due to the Indian tions involved when buying prodeconomy's continuous adaptation in
ucts.
regard to the principles touted by the
Positions to be filled include:
U.S. government.
Ryanne Nason is a fourth-year
Not only is the outsourcing of communication student. This is her
jobs a concern to Americans who last regular column for The Maine
find themselves unemployed as a reCampus.
sult of job movement overseas, but

The Maine Campus is hiring
for the fall 2011 semester!
2 regular columnists

1 political columnist
Please send a resume and 3 writing samples to Madelyn Kearns
and Michael Shepherd on FirstClass.

Love us? Hate us?

Write us.
Letters to the editor should be 300 words,concise and clearly
written. If applicable, include your academic year. Send all submissions
to opinion@mainecampus.com. Submissions may be edited for
length, clarity and style. Anonymous letters will not be published.
Opinion pieces should be roughly 650 words and clearly written.
Include your name, year and major. Submissions should be in .doc
format. Send all opinion pieces to opinion@mainecampus.com.
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Franks:Good 111 the last show
Orono's late-night rock stars prepare for the real world, but not before throwing down a few last funky jams
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Minsky Recital Hall
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$7, free with MaineCard
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Courtesy art

By Betsy Caron
Design Assistant
ccupying the former residence of local greats
Bootiddy and The Rustic
Overtones, Orono-based band Frank
and the Redhots have had quite the
shoes to fill.
But with packed shows, original tunes and an eccentric sense of
humor, the four-member band has
come into their own, even creating
a unique sub-genre of music.
"Condiment rock," said keyboardist and guitarist Danny Herasymchuck. "It's, like, everything.
Without it, all rock seems quite
plain."
Herasymchuck, 21; guitarist Tom
Menzie, 22; drummer Bobby Attanasio, 22, and bassist Hugh Valaitis,
22, are seniors at the University of
Maine, and have been playing together since 2009 when they moved
into the apartment they share in
Orono.
"We all played the right instruments and started jamming," Attanasio said. "We started with just
playing covers and messing around
and then started thinking about playing at bars."
Frank and the Redhots played

0

Courtesy Photo
Frank and the Redhots have been playing together since 2009. Their final
performance is on April 29 at Woodman's Bar and Grill.
their first show in 2009 at The Dime
in Old Town on Halloween. Since
then, the band has seen the best of
the Orono bar scene, performing
shows at Woodman's Bar and Grill,
The Roost or the Bear Brew Pub
almost every weekend this semester, incorporating their own wacky
themes and personalities into their
sets.

Crowds have witnessed an array
ofinteresting wardrobe choices from
sleeveless flannels to cowboy hats
and Flintstones costumes, and they
can almost always catch at least one
band member sporting their staple, a
red bandana.
"It's the red hotness," Attanasio
said.
Influenced by funk, reggae and

rock artists ranging from Phish,
Grateful Dead and Sublime to The
Meters and The Beatles, Frank and
the Redhots keep about 90 tunes in
their repertoire. Approximately 20
of them are originals with lyrics and
structure written by Herasymchuck
while the rest of the band contributes their own parts.
"He doesn't tell us what to play,"
Menzie said."We just kind of go off
his song and add our own style to it.
We kind of have that sixth sense of
when to change. We kind of know
where we're going to go, which you
can only get from playing over and
over again every weekend."
Many times, the band's listeners
don't realize some songs are originals because they fit in so well with
the rest of the music they play."Henrietta," written by Herasymchuck,
was mistaken for a Phish song once.
Sometimes people even know and
sing the lyrics.
"It definitely is a reflection of
how we interpret the music that we
play and how we play it to our own,"
Herasymchuck said.
At their shows, Frank and the
Redhots try to play songs the crowd
will enjoy, but with no specific au-

See Frank on B2

Iron & Wine croon Death breathes creative
at the State Theatre life into student's play
By Kayla Riley
For The Maine Campus
PORTLAND — Attention recent initiates to the following Iron
and Wine has rightfully earned
—Sam Beam is not the brand
name of an imaginary beer-whiskey hybrid.
Sam Beam is the bearded musical genius behind the recording
name Iron and Wine, who made
his way to the State Theatre in
Portland on Monday night along
with folk quartet, The Low Anthem.
Those familiar with Iron and
Wine will know that it's challenging to place the band in a specific
genre. What they might not realize is that in person,Sam Beam is
as charming as the '70s-infused,
often acoustic, sometimes syn-

thesized indie-folk blends he so
masterfully creates.
It's not a perfect show without a crowd-pleaser, and Iron
and Wine played along in kind
by opening with the catchy "Boy
With a Coin."
Beam commanded attention,
flanked by 11 other people who
contributed to the show's diverse
sound with electric and acoustic
guitars, clarinet, baritone sax,
trumpet electric, didgeridoo and
more.
It seemed nearly impossible
for the set to get any better after flawless tracks ranging from
recent "Song of the Shepherd's
Dog" to the fairly older "Love
and Some Verses," but Beam
returned to the stage sans band

"She Looks Good in
Black"
Black Box Theater
7:30 p.m.
$7, free w/ MaineCard
Dante's Inferno: I Am
The Way Into The City
Of Woe
Bear's Den
8 p.m.
Friday, April 22
Restless Groove Live
Hilltop Commons
1 to 3 p.m.
Planetarium Show:
Strange Planets
Jordan Planetarium,
Wingate Hall
7 to 8 p.m.
$3
Opera Workshop
Minsky Recital Hall
7:30 to 9:30 p.m.
$7, free with MaineCard
"She Looks Good in
Black"
Black Box Theater
7:30 p.m.
$7,free w/ MaineCard
Sorority Benefit w/Restless Groove
The Roost
8 p.m.
21+
Frank and the Redhots
Woodman's Bar and Grill
9 p.m.
21+
Guest DJ JR Mitchell &
Sexy Cowgirl Contest
Curva Ultra Lounge
9 p.m. to 3 a.m.
$10 for 18+,$5 for 21+
Dubstep with DJ Les /
Suit Mullet
Bear Brew Pub
9 p.m.
21+

See Wine on B3
Jacquelyn Blanchard •The Maine Campus
Caleb Perry and Allison Smith act out a scene during the Rehearsal for "She Looks Good in Black," a
play written and directed by University of Maine student Sarah Mann. Opening night for the show will
be April 21 at 7:30 in the Black Box Theater.

By Kegan Zema
Style Editor

Kayla Riley•The Maine Campus
Singer-songwriter Sam Beam, better known as Iron & Wine, held a
performance in Portland's State Theater on Monday night.

Jazz Ensemble
Minsky Recital Hall
7:30 to 9:30 p.m.
$7, free with MaineCard

Death is a tough subject —
apparently it's not one complicated enough to stop one student
from writing and producing her
own play on the topic.
"She Looks Good in Black,"
which opens tonight in the Black
Box Theater, is the first studentwritten, student-acted and student-produced show in recent
University of Maine history. It's
the brainchild of Sarah Mann,
the play's author and director,
who first got the inspiration for
the work about a year ago when
she read "Mourning Becomes
Electra," a modern retelling of
the Greek myth of Orestes written by Eugene O'Neill.
"The idea of reinventing
yourself through someone else's
death was really interesting,"
Mann said. "When we were
talking about the play 'Morning
Becomes Electra,'[my teacher]
said, 'It might as well be called

"She Looks Good in Black."—
After claiming the title for
herself, Mann began working
on the script.
According to her, the play is
about a woman whose closeted
gay husband accidentally kills
himself during autoerotic asphyxiation. He leaves behind a
legacy — a series of erotic animal paintings — and she buys
a funeral dress she believes she
looks so good in, that she won't
take it off.
Meanwhile, her openly gay
brother comes to visit but only
makes things worse. She also
falls in love with her husband's
gravedigger who has a much
different outlook on life than
those around her.
It all starts the day of the
funeral and follows the lead
character as she deals with the
absurdity of the situation.
"When the play starts, everybody has changed. It's really interesting to kind of try to
communicate who they were be-

Saturday, April 23
"She Looks Good in

forehand without ever showing Black"
it," Mann said admitting death Black Box Theater
has always been an intriguing
2 p.m.
concept for her primarily be$7,
free w/ MaineCard
cause everyone has an opinion
on it.
"You have people that are "She Looks Good in
completely terrified of it; you Black"
have people that accept that it's
Black Box Theater
a part of life; you have people
that are excited by it," Mann 7:30 p.m.
said. "It was really interesting $7, free w/ MaineCard
to write characters that all think
about death differently."
DJ Maine Event
Death, illness and bathroom
Curva Ultra Lounge
trips were all private matters in
Mann's British household grow- 9 p.m. to 3 a.m.
ing up. Not only was death nev- $10 for 18+,$5 for 21+
er discussed, but when someone
did pass away, everyone was Oronoka - DJ Magnum
quick to forget their faults.
Mike
The play was finished over
the summer, and plans were Bear Brew Pub
slowly set in motion to put it 9 p.m.
on stage this school year. Mann 18+
won an on-campus playwriting $6
contest for a different play she

See Black on B3
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To film or not? Your essential 4/20 YouTube playlist
In typical fashion, it's a day late, but these videos will still send you to the stratosphere
Do videos
detract from
live shows?

L.A. rapper King Fantastic, you're "Martin Smith's House of Spa"Blast into Space, Spectacular really missing out on this duo. This ghetti House"
Fall to Earth"
song dedicated to "online poker"
To finish up my list, I will share
What
is
space?
Unless
you're
an
and
"paranoia"
makes
with
you a Maine-made YouTube
for
a
perfect
Over these last few installments
of the_channel, astronaut or you live long enough 4/20 anthem. If it wasn't, then put gem straight from South Portland.
I have used to stay at a hotel on the moon, you on your headphones, turn up the Let me just say that I have seen
my best You- will probably never get to expe- volume and experience King Fan- many YouTube videos in my day,
but this local one never fails to put
Tube wisdom rience outer space. Don't worry, tastic.
a smile on my face.
to share with though — thanks to the wonders
Express
Best
A homemade parody commeryou some epic of YouTube, you too can feel what "Pineapple
cial of an Italian restaurant called
Scenes"
gems, hopeful- it's like to zoom into space.
This video captures footage of
"Pineapple Express" is obvi- "Martin Smith's House of Spaly encouraging
you to discover the "Atlantis" spaceship shooting ously the best movie ever made. ghetti House" features flashy ilyour own. But off into the stratosphere. Thanks OK,that is kind of an intense state- lustrations of spaghetti, gold coins
this time, it's to cameras on the rockets, view- ment, but it is at least one of the and a lonely spaghetti house ownthe_channel
the day after ers get to witness what it's like to best stoner comedies ever made. I er blurting out his true feelings.
By Jamie Dandreta
the big holi- blast through the atmosphere and tried to find just one scene to show Watch this video and you will unday, so for this leave Earth behind, only to fall you, but I got way too caught up in derstand.
Whether you forgot to pick up a
installment, I back down and land in the ocean. watching every clip that it became
This
real
footage
was
sped-up
so
impossible
to
pick
just
one.
This
bag
or you refuse to stop celebratthought I would change it up a bit.
Although I've shown a selection you can witness it all happen in collage of scenes from the movie ing, these four YouTube videos
of videos from glass music concer- just five minutes and of course, includes all of the very best, such form a decent 4/20 playlist for any
tos to talented tweens, I haven't it includes dramatic music for the as James Franco's famous "hur- day of the year. With the semester
really mentioned the also worthy full effect. Click on "full screen" ricane season" line and the scene coming to a close and work piling
in the woods. After viewing six up on your desk, every now and
videos that are well-viewed and and enjoy.
minutes of great stoner humor, I then it's good to type the words
shared — especially on 4/20.
"King
Fantastic
Bonfire
Sesguarantee
you will feel the urge to "youtube.com" into your URL bar
Though day late, here is my ulwatch this epic comedy as soon as and get distracted.
timate list of YouTube videos that sions"
For anyone who hasn't listened you can close YouTube.
To view these videos visit mainshould have been on your 4/20
to the new king of dubstep rap,
ecampus.com.
YouTube playlist.
Column

Column
As part of a contest the Foo Fighters have been
holding, the band has
been traveling around
the country and playing
short sets in fans' garages. Their music was
made in a garage, so
why not play it in one?
Footage of one of the
shows found its way to
YouTube and it's pretty
How I Hear It
cool to watch. Seeing
By Derrick Rossignol
one of the world's biggest rock bands play to
an intimate and infinitely amped crowd with an old AC/DC poster and a
fridge behind them is really unique. It's an effective way for the Fighters of Foo to get back to their
grunge roots.
One YouTube user posted a comment about how
the footage shouldn't be on YouTube and the uploader should not have put it up because it ruins
the exclusivity of the show. Though he admitted he
was joking, he does bring up a valid point, regardless of his intent.
Is footage ofconcerts like this uploaded for mass
consumption harmful for the memory of a unique
experience, or is it a great way to share something
significant with the world?
Donald Glover, a star on NBC's "Community"
who raps under the pseudonym Childish Gambino,
shared his view on the subject in a blog post about
the final LCD Soundsystem concert. He wrote,
"Concerts are supposed to be something that you
can't replicate. Why the f--- go to one if not? Everything about the show felt so 'one time only."
A concert is a special experience that is hard to
recreate — that's why people go to them. When
you watch clips from a show online, there is a disconnect you wouldn't feel if you were there, as opposed to sitting in front of your computer screen.
Being at the venue with the artist and hearing the
speakers play what the band is performing as they
are playing it is a personal experience that gives the
impression of a closer connection to the performer.
One of the best things about going to a concert
is the story you will have to tell after, and if everybody spends the whole show with their cameras in
the air, that aspect is gone, or at least damaged. It
is difficult to go home and tell friends something
See Foo Fighters on B3

Frank
from Bl
dience in mind. A few favorites
include "Possum" by Phish,"Caravan" by Van Morrison and "Whisky in the Jar," a famous traditional
Irish song. About one-third to half
of the songs played during their
sets are originals.
"We don't really care who we
play for, as long as people like us,"
Attanasio said."We definitely don't
cater to any sort of audience. We
kind of play music that everyone
should like."
Crowds vary depending on the
show's location, but each brings
a unique environment and atmosphere to perform in. Earlier this
semester, the band played at the
Bear Brew for a show almost all
of their parents attended, and on
St. Patrick's Day at the Roost for a
sloppy, loud and over-capacity celebration. Some of their best shows,
they said, have been at their apartment.

"We just packed this whole
downstairs and we would shove our
instruments in that corner and just
have house parties," Menzie said.
"People would try to crowd surf
across the room. My favorite times
playing were here."
Before they were officially called
Frank and the Redhots, the band
tossed around other name ideas.

"All we do in this house is eat
food with Frank's Red Hot on it,"
Herasymchuck said. The name
works well with the theme of condiment rock, and sometimes, members of the band are even mistaken
as being named "Frank," especially
Valaitis.
"I was walking on campus and
I saw someone I kind of know and

"We don't really care who we play for, as
long as people like us. We definitely don't
cater to any sort ofaudience. We kind of
play music that everyone should like."
Bobby Attanasio
Drummer, Frank and the Redhots
"We had the idea of someone and
then something," Herasymchuck
said. Some ideas: "Hugh Valaitis
and the Octagon Trio," "Sweet Ray
and the Babies" and "Gray and the
Poupons."
But it had to be Frank and the
Redhots.

he's like 'oh hey Frank, what's going on?" Valaitis said.
"It's all something that we strive
to become," Herasymchuck said.
With a few dents in their instruments and sticky keyboard keys
saturated with beer, Frank and the
Redhots approach their final perfor-

mance,"Farewell Franks," on April
29 at Woodman's. Although sad to
see the days of college condiment
rock fade away, the band hopes
to make the best of their last few
shows within the tight-knit community of Orono.
"Pretty soon it's just going to be
a memory," Herasymchuck said.
"It's good to have memories but not
as good as experiencing things."
The guys agree they've all become better musicians and have
learned a lot from each other over
the years — each playing an important role in a band at the height of
the Orono bar scene.
"We're each 25 percent of the
band, and I think that's really personified through our shows," Herasymchuck said. "We trust and understand each other as musicians
and I think it says a lot about just
the way we get along."
For one last bottle of Frank's
Red Hot, see Frank and the Redhots
at Woodman's for their final shows
on Friday, April 22 and Friday,
April 29 at 10 p.m.

Think.Summer Univer5it1/49!
The University of Maine's Summer University offers more than 600 courses throughout the summer designed to meet the
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Hutchinson Center. Over 100 courses are offered online worldwide and through interactive televised technologies.
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MOVIE REVIEW:
'Hanna'
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ALBUM REVIEW:
Explosions in the Sky

Blame it on the script: Artsy action flick misses the mark Latest work from Texas post-rockers is a sprawling epic
By Derrick Rossignol
Staff Writer

Focus Features / Sony Pictures Entertainment
By John Shannon
Film Critic
The trailer for "Hanna" promises a far different picture from
the actual film. Directed by Joe
Wright, the craftsman of"Atonement" and "Pride and Prejudice,"
"Hanna" is far more art film than
action thriller, resulting in a series
of half-baked ideas and unrealized potential.
It's a shame, really, because
the film would have been really
great if it had just been given an
extra push. It's something I actively want to love, but end up
only kind of liking.
Saoirse Ronan leads the film
as the namesake character, a teenage assassin trained in the Antarctic by her father, played by Eric
Bana. She is raised in isolation
and possesses killer instincts that
would make Katniss Everdeen
jealous.
When Hanna is finally deemed
ready to enter the real world, her
father produces a transmitter
that will alert CIA agent Marissa
Viegler, played by Cate Blanchett
to her location. Hanna flips the
switch, accepting her mission is
to kill Viegler, while Viegler pre-

pares to kill Hanna first.
George Lucas once claimed
that the only parts of a movie that
matter are the first 15 minutes and
the last 20 — all the rest is filler.
The first act of Hanna is thrilling, and the final confrontation
is well executed, but Wright does
the film a disservice by following
Lucas'example.
Extraneous characters are
brought in and dispatched without
gaining the audience's interest,
and an extended sequence with
Hanna playing nice with a traveling family caused several glances
at my wristwatch. It would be like
Jason Boume taking a time out to
go wine tasting in Northern California. It just doesn't fit.
I enjoy Wright's work a lot,
especially "Atonement," which
pulled the rug out from under the
suckers who frequent period romance schlock. As a director, he
brings a lot to "Hanna," and you
get the feeling that the film would
be a complete disaster in anyone
else's hands.
Bana, Ronan and Blanchett
all acquit themselves well, particularly Ronan, who pulls a complete 180 from her character in
last year's "The Lovely Bones."

In Mann's eyes, actor Caleb Perry was the closest to
her ultimate portrayal of the
openly gay brother.
wrote, but it was this show she
"I assigned them all to
really wanted people to see.
bring in a character history,
"The other stuff I like and which was interesting because
I'm proud of, but this is some- a lot the information that they
thing that I feel like people came up with from the script
would really be able to relate on their own was stuff I would
to," she said.
have never thought of, or conMann struck a deal with trary to stuff I believed," Mann
Maine Masque to produce said. "So then I started working
her work simultaneously with with those characters that they
"Speech and Debate." shw said created, applying it to my word,
the Black Box is an ideal loca- and those are the performances
tion because of its intimacy — that you see."
actors can't fake the emotional
It's been necessary for Mann
intensity of the dialog with their to leave her ego as a playwright
audience so close.
behind while directing the show
"There's really no fourth — she's just now getting exwall," she said.
cited about the effect her story
Primarily an actress,"Black" can potentially have on people.
is Mann's first attempt at both There was an emotional audidirecting and at producing her ence at their test performance
own work,though she had some last week.
experience directing smaller
"It's always really odd to
scenes and rewrote some of her think that!could make someone
monologues for the stage dur- cry with something I wrote,"
ing last semester's "The Boys Mann said. "It's just as exposNext Door."
ing to have people hear my
Mann allowed the actors to words as it is for me to perform.
add their own life and dimen- I'm really excited, but it is very
sion to the characters she wrote, nerve-racking."
making compromises on her
"She Looks Good in Black"
ideal vision. At the auditions, opens in the Black Box Theater
Mann said she was looking for a on Thursday at 7:30 p.m. with
glimpse of the perfect character performances continuing Friday
— a spark leads actors Allison and Saturday night at the same
Smith and Ed Benson had when time as well a matinee at 2 p.m
they first read together as the Saturday. Tickets are $7 or free
woman and the gravedigger.
with a MaineCard.

Black
from B1

START TALKING BEFORE
THEY START DRINKING

They're all smart enough to avoid
the trappings of a stupid action
movie, elevating the material
higher than it really deserves.
The problem is the script,
credited to David Farr and Seth
Lochhead. It delivers a fresh, interesting premise, but fails to give
this creature anything to do. They
treat Hanna's origin as if it was
a big reveal, but anyone who's
seen a Bond or Bourne film will
see it coming from the beginning.
They also fail to do anything with
this information. It doesn't alter
Hanna's mission one iota, nor
does it affect the people around
her. If she had been told about it
up front, the story would be no
different.
The prestige and talent in front
of and behind the camera is, quite
franldy, more than the script deserves, and the result is a frustrating movie. It's worth a watch, but
nothing special. It doesn't have
the frantic pace of Bourne, the
exotic nature of Bond,or even the
campy fun of"Taken."
It works in fits and starts, but
no one will remember it this time
next year.
Grade: B-

Listening to Explosions in the
Sky can be very discouraging.
When the titillating sounds
flow out of your headphones, it
is a reminder that you will never
be as good at anything in life as
these men are at making music.
The Texas quartet has been
putting out albums acclaimed by
the post-rock community since
the start of last decade. Each record is the favorite of certain fans
and it is difficult to argue with
any of them.
"Take Care, Take Care, Take
Care," coming out stateside on
the 26th, will be vaulted to the
forefront of those discussions
upon its release.
At its very core,Explosions in
the Sky have always been some
combination of lead and bass
guitars with drums that make for
Temporary Residence Unlimited, Bella Union
a unique uplifting effect. Here, it
seems like they're using more of compositions.
building a sense of anticipation
The second track builds on for the Herculean climax that is
everything, or using what they
have more effectively, expanding the first, albeit beginning more sure to come. This sounds less
their already mountainous sound reservedly. Airy, rambling guitar like a postcard from 1952 and
into something extraterrestrial.
dominates the song's first half more like a postcard to 1952,tellSeemingly orchestral noise until it fades into a deep heartbeat ing our ancestors of all the good
ushers in the opening track,"Last drum and faint vocal "ooh"s, a things that came from them.
Known Surroundings." After rare thing on an Explosions in the
After all that, this record picks
that, some odd-sounding squeak- Sky recording. A beat that sounds an interesting way to wrap itself
ing takes place — both effects like one ofthe band members was up. The beginning percussion
are very uncharacteristic of the patting his chest fades in, along and guitar are nearly reminisband.
with other elements,to build a fit- cent of Radiohead in their vibe,
Reassuringly, it does not take tingly-heavy climax that doesn't but the song quickly assumes its
long before a warm jab of guitar cause goose bumps — it causes post-rock identity. It hits an early
enters the room, quickly joined goose mountain ranges.
peak and ends with an understatThings move along swim- ed four minutes to wrap things
by a driving drumbeat. A loftier,
lighter guitar sound asserts itself, mingly as each track, contrib- up, like walking a few laps to
rekindling fond memories of al- utes to the greater good of the cool down after a long run.
bums past.
complete album while keeping
The quality of music like this
The ethereal combination its own identity. This work was is difficult to put into words,
seems like it should be the not made for the MP3 age, where which is fitting since not a word
soundtrack to the greatest mo- consumers can pick records apart is spoken here. This record is an
ment oflife — this is what should for the highlights. The dynamic event, to be fully experienced bebe reverberating in the skull of a of this type of album calls for fore being completely understood
mountain climber at the summit a complete run-through of the and appreciated.
of Everest, or a father tightly whole thing, where missing one
"Take Care, Take Care, Take
holding his wife's hand as he wit- part would detract from the expe- Care" is currently streaming onnesses the birth of his first child. rience.
line in its entirety at the band's
One track away from the al- website, giving everybody a fanThe seamless transition between the first track and "Human bum's conclusion comes "Post- tastic opportunity to hear what
Qualities" gives the impression card from 1952," which clocks in will end up being the best album
that they were broken up for the at a few seconds over seven min- of 2011.
sake of easier navigation, rather utes, making it the second-shortthan because they are two distinct est track here. It starts humbly,
Grade: A

lobster for dinner?" Beam joked, Miller asked that everyone take
inspiring laughter, cheering and a out their phones and call somefrom B1
healthy dose of awkward silence one they came to the show with.
as his accompanying instrumen- He said it would create the most
following a surging cry for en- talists were the only people to beautiful sound, and as "This
core to perform "Flightless Bird, raise their hands.
God Damn House" came to an
American Mouth."
To an excited fan who end before a sea of upraised digiThis was Iron and Wine as it is screamed, "I love you, Sam tal screens — it was clear he was
meant to be heard — unplugged, Beam!" he sheepishly replied,"I right. This band demands to be
unchanged pure talent, straight didn't know my mom was com- seen live, as they carry a stage
from the golden chords to eager ing to the show."
presence musically equivalent to
ears.
Emerging artists The Low An- chamomile tea.
The dapper suit he wore set them walked onto the stage with
Audience members might as
him in a profile identical to the an air ofunassuming cool,dressed well have been tranquilized at the
one on his most recent album, in hippie chic and held their in- door. A palpable calm could be
"Kiss Each Other Clean," a more struments casually at their sides. felt from start to finish, as some
modern departure from his usual As the stage lights dimmed and people swayed to the soft sounds
work, released in January. Any a red haze shrouded their figures, and others stood still, breathing
serious demeanor he may have the haunting voice of singer Jocie in each soul-stirring word. Evprojected was broken instantly Adams began to echo throughout eryone was in love, at least for
by his quick smile.
the space. In an instant, the mel- the night, united by the power of
Between songs, Beam made low tone for the show was set, truly good music.
lighthearted conversation as if simultaneously calming and exThe concert-goers were as
he'd accidentally stumbled into citing the attendees.
eclectic as the bands themselves,
someone's living room.
Nearing the end of their set, ranging from flannel-clad teen"How many of you guys ate a The Low Anthem's Ben Knox agers to middle-aged couples to

a gentleman whose beard rivaled
Beam's own.
As much as a good show is
about the music and the fans, it
is about the venue. Iron and Wine
and The Low Anthem couldn't
have found a better home for
their enchanting tunes.
Despite the recently reopened
State Theatre's impressive renovations to its acoustics quality,
sound system and lighting, a
vintage feel is ever present in
the slightly peeling wallpaper
and original fixtures.
"So this is a Monday night in
Maine, huh?"
Beam posed the question
half-mockingly toward the start
of his set. Though it's "cold as
s---" (Beam's turn of phrase)
in Maine, Mainers proved that
they know quality music when
they hear it by filling the State
Theatre — and what a Monday
night it was.

of the first European performing
sensations — women would fight
over his handkerchiefs and tear
them up to keep as souvenirs. He
has been described as "[raising]
the mood of audiences to a level
of mystical ecstasy."
If it was possible for any of
his performances to have been
filmed, we'd have all this footage

elusive show on YouTube is either a detriment to the legend of
one-time-only events or a great
way to share something amazing
— so awesome it deserves to be
broadcast. If somebody puts it
online, you can watch and enjoy
or take the "ignorance is bliss"
route.
Your call.

Wine

Foo Fighters
from B2
notable happened, only for them
to retort with,"I know,I saw it on
YouTube."
Franz Liszt was a Hungarian
piano virtuoso who was absolutely revered in his time. He was one

to pore over and dissect. It would
be cool to see how crazy the buzz
about him really was, but would
the mystique of Lisztomania be
the same? I think not. Seeing it
for ourselves would have either
validated or disproven the myth,
but myths and legends are more
interesting than facts.
A recorded video of an ex-
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Ref thorn in Mays side Habs-Bruins comes down to goalie
right-hand guys ... Some guys
enjoy sticking it to Mark."
If Crawford truly does hold
NBA referee Danny Crawa grudge toward Dallas, there's
ford has been
no real explanation as to why he
officiating
should. He was born in Chicago
games since
in 1953, geographically opposite
1984. The
of Dallas, and if we assumed
57-year old
he grew up as a Chicago Bulls
has regulated
fan, the two teams are in two
over 1,600
separate conferences.
NBA games,
Chicago also has won six
appearing in
championships compared to
nearly 200
Dallas'zero — considering the
By Liam Nee
playoff games
Mavericks' organization was
and 18 NBA
founded in 1980, 14 years after
Finals series.
the Bulls entered the league.
Going into a game with a
There is absolutely no excuse for
bias toward one competing
Crawford to feel envy or rancor
team is extremely frowned upon
toward an organization that has
when it comes to
yet to show any
officiating. Going
brilliance, espein objectively is
cially in contrast
not only the right
The Dallas Maverics are an
to Chicago's sucthing to do, but it's
cess.
atrocious 2-16 in the playoffs when
the reason why ofOn Tuesday,
Crawford is behind the whistle. Can you
ficials are paid in
Dallas fans were
the first place.
furious to find
call it a coincidence?Probably not.
When lookout Game 2 of
ing at each NBA
their 2011 openteam's record
ing first-round
while Crawford has been ofanother hit when estranged
series against the Portland Trail
ficiating, the numbers look about referee and convicted felon Tim
Blaziers would feature Crawford
even — which they logistically
Donaghy made statements that
as the head referee. Fortunately
should be — but there's one
Crawford would brag about his
for them, the game resulted in a
statistic that stands out among
distaste for the Mavericks and
win, ending a streak that Cuban
all others.
more specifically, Mays owner
will be happy to forget about.
The Dallas Mavericks are an
Mark Cuban.
The 52-year-old billionaire
atrocious 2-16 in the playoffs
"It's no secret that when Ed
has been fined millions within
when Crawford is behind the
Rush was supervisor of offithe past decade for complaining
whistle.
cials, he had a hatred for Mark
about the league's officiating
Can you call it a coincidence? Cuban," Donaghy said."Danny
— but it seems it was for good
Probably not.
Crawford was one of Rush's
reason.

Column

This statistic has to say
something. In the past 17 playoff
games Crawford has officiated,
Dallas has lost 16, and since the
2006 NBA Finals, the Mavericks
have lost their past six postseason series. There is no way,
no matter how poor Dallas has
played within the past couple
of decades, that winning only
two out of 18 playoff games in
a referee's career has nothing to
do with the way the officiating
was carried out.
Crawford played quite a role
in that 2006 Finals, officiating
game three and game six, where
Finals MVP Dwayne Wade shot
a combined 39 free throws.
Crawford's reputation took

NOW
RENTING
STARTING
AT $580 *

(A
11 Utilities Included
Within walking distance of UM campus

Column
After three games, the
Montreal
Canadiens are
ahead 2-1 in
their best-of
seven series
with the Boston Bruins.
The Bruins
lost the first
two games of
By Matthew
the series at
Soucy
the TD Garden
in Boston, but
rallied to victory in what most
considered a must-win situation in Game 3 at Montreal.
It is a well-known fact
that teams down three games
to none haven't traditionally
fared well with the statistical
gods in any sport, but teams
down 3-1 don't have that great
of a time usually, either.
There is no difference in
the importance of Game 4 in
Montreal, tonight at 7 p.m.,
as a Habs victory would put
them at a 3-1 advantage in the
series, which is the preferable
place to be statistically.
The three games that have
been played to this point have
been up-and-down games,
with both teams looking capable of dominating the other
for stretches of time.
Boston has to be able to
control the spacing and time
of the Montreal forwards. In
order to do this, they have
to play the physical brand of
hockey they played in Game 3
against Montreal. The Bruins'
defenders must to control
rebounds and close lanes
effectively against Montreal
because they are just too fast
for Boston.
That type of speed attack is
exactly what Montreal needs
to do to win.
They need to play the way
they did in the third period of
Game 3. The Habs played at a
furious tempo and used effective passing to bring a great
deal of heat on the Bruins in

On-site Laundromat

their defensive zone.
Montreal will have to play
precisely and opportunistically
like they usually do in order to
win tonight.
The Candiens prefer to have
the lead early and they will
need to score early to get the
crowd into the game. The Bell
Centre is one of the loudest
rinks in the NHL and the fans
could make an impact — or
they could be silenced by an
early Boston outburst.
The only glaring fact that
sticks out heading into tonight's Game 4 matchup is that
the games to this point have
been a tale of two goalies.
Will Carey Price rebound,
or will Tim Thomas steal the
show and the series momentum?
No one can accurately answer that until after the game,
but many feel it could be
Thomas' night because Price
is 0-6 in his last six games
at home. While it is a weird
statistic that seems to point in
Boston's favor, I would not
cling to it tightly.
It may mean something
— and maybe Price really
does just suck in home games
— but I don't think comparing
previous postseasons to the
current one makes sense.
You could always argue the

Bruins. He is a Bruins killer
and he probably isn't happy
with his performance in Game
3, in which he virtually handed
the Bruins a free goal.
Don't worry Bruins fans, I
haven't forgot about your boy
either. If Thomas plays like he
did in Game 3 where he made
34 saves — 14 of which came
in a third period barrage by the
Candiens — the Bruins will
be sitting pretty knotted up at
two games apiece with Montreal and will head back to the
Garden for Game 5 looking to
move ahead in the series.
Thomas is capable of taking
over the game tonight, but he
will need help from his defense. His style of play leaves
him prone to giving up fat
second chances at times and
the Bruins' defenders will have
to make sure they clean up the
trash, Coach Bombay's orders.
If the Bruins don't clean out
the front of the net, Montreal
will win the game, as they
have proven that they can
capitalize on Thomas'rebound
problem in the first two games.
If Thomas makes the initial
save and the defense is shutting down Montreal's chance
to rebound, he will be ready
for the next Montreal attack,
which would bode well for
Boston.

lithe Bruins don't clean out the front ofthe
net, Montreal will win the game,as they have
proven that they can capitalize on Thomas'
rebound problem in the first two games.

opposite end of that theory as
well and say Price is due for a
big game at home — and what
better time to make that statement? If Price is in the zone,
much like he was in a 31-save
effort in Game 1, I expect him
to steal the show.
Price has three career
shutouts in the postseason and
they've all been against the

It seems like an obvious
statement to say that tonight's
game will come down to goaltending. Most games usually
do, but there will be a spotlight
on the goaltenders because the
biggest question throughout
the series has been which Carey Price am I getting tonight
— or which Timmy Thomas
will rear his ugly mustache?

5. Michael Phelps
If!just made a mockery of
the longest-standing and most
historic athletic competition
the world has ever known,
you know what I'd be doing?
Exactly what this seven-time
2008 Olympic swimming gold
medalist was doing in 2009
at a party. Too bad the picture
caused controversy, but seven
gold medals makes it easy to
survive the attack. The insincere
apology was incredibly hollow,
but he had endorsements on the
line. At least Subway realized
who the majority of their customers were.

the finest videos online, it depicts the tale of how he threw a
no-hitter in 1970 while tripping
on acid. Now,this isn't marijuana related per se; however,
everybody knows you don't
drop acid unless you have a fat
bag on hand. That's Tripping
101. Doc knew that — what a
pioneer.
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the NBA and NFL,and received
immediate heat. The outcry was
incredible for such a harmless
admission. Howard was made
to apologize, but it was perfect
because he didn't apologize
for smoking. He understood it
might not be a good thing for
teenagers to hear on TV but
made no effort to hide his pride.
For that, we all should appreciate this minor, yet monumental
admission.

4. Tim Lincecum
"The Freak" must have been
stoked to get drafted by the Giants and live in San Francisco.
His first citation came in 2009
when a cop found a slice in his
Mercedes. That's tough, because you know he just picked
it up and probably was just
cracking into that bag on the
way home when he got busted.
In an interview after winning
the World Series, he was asked
what the scene was like in San
Francisco.
"Hopefully a lot of beer
flowing, lot of smoke in the
air," he said to Karl Ravech
with a grin on his face. And this
offseason, a video surfaced of
a man looking eerily similar to
Lincecum pretending to be a
Spanish cabbie, blunt in hand
and a two-foot bong by his leg.
I'm going out on a limb and
saying Lincecum nostalgically
wanders Haight-Ashbury during
his off-days, wishing he could
pitch with Willie Mays in center
and Willie McCovey at first.
3. Doc Ellis
If you don't know the legend
of Doc Ellis, do yourself a favor
and type "Doc Ellis no hitter"
into YouTube and watch the
first video. Not only is it one of

2. Bill Walton
Coincidentally selected by
the Trail Blazers in 1974, Walton is a renowned stoner. Dude
makes his status as a Dead
Head no secret and he actually
used to kick it with Jerry Garcia. Tough to beat that, but...
1. Ricky Williams
The quintessential marijuana
sports icon. The Bob Marleyesque dreads, Marley's disposition, a child named Marley
— the guy has everything you
look for. Prior to the 2004 NFL
season, Williams made every
stoner in the world proud by
sticking it to The Man, peaceing out and living in the Australian outback with nothing but
dingos and doobies.
But what sets Ricky apart
from the rest is that he takes it
a step further than all other athletes. It truly was his way of life
and he never compromised that
for anything. Williams has been
able to endure several positive
drug tests and still remains one
of the most respected players
in the NFL,and he got there
by doing everything the way
he thought was right. There's
something to be said for that.
He doesn't smoke now as
he is a current player, but he's
active in the Holistic Healing
game, and as soon as his career
ends and the Hall of Fame clock
starts ticking, Ricky will be
torching some Sticky Icky. He's
the consummate stoner and a
cultural icon who transcends the
world of sports and smokes.
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UMaine softball to travel to AEC foe Binghamton
Black Bears look to halt 4-game skid
By Jesse Scardina

man Terren Hall and left fielder Kali Burnham, and junior
shortstop Jennifer Eberhardt.
After a six-game homestand, While Eberhardt and Burnham
the University of Maine soft- are tied for the team lead in hits
ball team will hit the road for at 41 a piece, Burnham leads
two weekends, starting with a the team with a .345 batting
three-game series against Bing- average, while Eberhardt has
hamton University beginning crossed home safely 31 times.
As for Hall, the captain leads
with a Saturday double-header
the team in home runs, RBIs,
scheduled to start 1 p.m.
The Black Bears entered the slugging percentage and stolen
weekend on the wrong cleat bases.
On the mound, the Black
after dropping three straight
games to the University of Al- Bears also boast a group of
bany. The sweep brought their three; junior Ashley Kelley,
record to 16-25 and evened sophomore Beth Spoehr and
their America East Conference freshman Kylie Sparks have
done the majority of the pitchrecord at 6-6.
The Black Bears' primary ing, with Spoehr leading the
problem over the weekend was team with eight wins, a 3.61
their work at the plate. Besides earned run average and 4.4
Saturday's second game where strikeouts per game.
They'll have the tough task
UMaine went for 13-39 with
seven runs, the Black Bears of slowing down Binghamton
managed only seven hits in 49 sophomore outfielder Jessica
at bats in the other two games. Phillips. The Stony Brook UniFor the season, the Black versity transfer is batting .500
Bears sit at .240 at the plate, with 12 home runs and 38 RBIs
raising that batting average to and has a slugging percentage
of 1.023. The Bearcats sit tied
.271 during AEC play.
The Black Bears' offense for second in AEC with a 6-3
has been anchored by three up- record and sit at 17-14 for the
perclassmen: seniors third base- season.
Sports Editor

Jesse Scardina • Sports Editor
Junior shortstop Jennifer Eberhardt and the Black Bears will travel to Binghamton University this weekend for a three-game America East
Conference series.

Captains

Chapman's fireball raises questions

from B6

ing ovation after clocking an
extraordinary 106 in the ninth
inning — a speed that easily
breaks his previous record.
Due to major controversy,
the record has yet to be validated completely. The problem
of accuracy arose when, after
the pitch, three different speeds
were provided by three different
systems of pitch speed analysis.
The first, and highest of all
three, was the display of 106
across the ballpark's megascoreboard — a system of
calculations that begins with the
detection of speed from a radar
gun which generally targets
from behind home plate. The

Defected from Cuba in 2009,
23-year-old Chapman was
forced to leave behind his famLast September, Cincinily, girlfriend and baby daughter
nati Reds
to play professionally. Since
hurler Aroldis
his time in the United States,
Chapman
Chapman has been a mystery to
attained the
fans and even his manager, Reds
title of having
skipper Dusty Baker, who stated
Major League
during spring training this year
Baseball's
that,"[Chapman's] a fine young
fastest pitch
man, but he's still a mystery to
ever recorded,
us a little bit. You're curious
clocking 105.1
about his background, but you
By Liam Nee
in a regular
don't want to pry."
season game
Within the past decade,
against the San Diego Padres.
Major League Baseball has seen
The historic pitch was
10 different pitchers clock times
electronically logged by
faster than 102 MPH,and the
Sportvision's
speed of the averPITCHf/x,a revoage fastball just
Whether or not Chapman actually
lutionary system
keeps rising. With
of determining
broke his own record, the pitch was
the century mark
pitch speed, which
being an easy
unarguably fast. For two different
began appearing
mark to hit, Hall
in 2006.
readings ofthe pitch to be
ofFame pitcher
File photo
Chapman
Nolan Ryan's
separated by 3.6 MPH is ridiculous.
After a strong 2010-11 campaign, junior defenseman Will O'Neill
threw a total of25
speed — that once
looks to lead the Black Bears as a defensive captain in his senior
pitches during the
attributed him as
year.
memorable outing
a freak of nature
— not one pitch dipped below
second, and second-highest, was — will eventually become the
the century mark. In fact, up to
Fox Sports Ohio's marking of
league norm.
found a few things I had changed
this point last year,47 percent of 105, which appeared inside the
There's no doubt that the
unknowingly," Martin said. "I
the young reliever's rookie year
broadcast's cornered box score.
scariest situation for the Reds
from
B6
went back to my old stance and
total of 159 pitches had reached
The third, and lowest, was the
front office administration
old
swing and it worked."
at least 100.
reading of 102.4 by the trusty
would be to witness the flamebig
strikeouts
when
After
they
had
coming to pitch in the
guys
In celebration of his feat, the
PITCHf/x system that had once
throwing Chapman "burn out"
in
scoring
position."
bottom
of
the seventh, freshman
Cuban phenom later tattooed
recorded Chapman's record
— and without proper rest and
UMaine
managed
Shaun
to
Coughlin
grab
an
ran into a jam
"105.1" on his left wrist, along
pitch less than one year ago.
rehabilitation, this could surely
in
the
insurance
top
of
the
run
ninth, allowing
in
the
bottom
of
the
with a baseball and trail of
Whether or not Chapman
be the root for an early exit to
a
eighth
inning,
resorting
lead-off
back
single
to
to
freshman left
flames.
actually broke his own record,
the talented and youthful sensathe
small
ball
fielder
Nathan
Ellis,
that
was
successful
which folAfter Monday's home outthe pitch was unarguably fast.
tion. At this point, Chapman
in
the
first.
Fransoso
lowed
led
by
a
off
walk
to
junior
shortthe
ing, inside Cincinnati's Great
For two different readings of
could be remembered as one of
inning
with
a
bunt-single,
stop
Brandon
advancNieuw,
with
a
American Ballpark, the "Cuban
the pitch to be separated by 3.6
the greatest pitchers to ever take ing to second on a steal. Lewis fol- passed ball moving them both into
Missile" might be in need of an
MPH is ridiculous, especially
the mound.
lowed him with a sacrifice bunt, scoring position.
upgrade.
with the increasing accuracy of
Or, he could flame out as fast moving the Portsmouth, N.H.
After fanning senior right
The lefty received a standmodern day technology.
as he throws.
native to third. Martin picked up fielder Richard Newton, UMaine
his team-leading 19th RBI, with a freshman D.J. Voisine came on
sacrifice fly to center field.
to replace Coughlin, allowing an
Martin has turned things RBI-single to junior center fielder
around this past week, after strug- Nikolas Atsalis, Whitten defused
gling against Stony Brook Uni- the pressure by gunning down
versity two weeks ago.
Atsalis as he tried to steal second
"I looked at some tape and base. Voisine got Gallagher to fly

Column

Baseball

"I've been fortunate enough to
be a captain on other teams I
played for. It meant a lot to me
coming from the coaches and
players."
Born in Canada, Cornell
moved to Massachusetts in his
early years, bringing his love of
hockey with him from the Great
White North.
"Up there [in Canada] it's
bred into you. My father played
and I started skating on frozen
tennis courts at two years old,"
he said. "We moved to the U.S.
when I was seven. My dad was a
goalie so we eliminated that early. I stayed with defense because
I like seeing the whole play in
front of me."
O'Neill expressed gratitude
toward being named the defensive captain.
"I had a smile on my face you
couldn't wipe off," O'Neill said.
"It means a lot; these are some
of my best friends here. I want to
keep on gaining more experience
and pass that on to the younger
guys and lead by example."
out to end the game, picking up
his second save ofthe season.
Balentina picked up his first
win on the season,giving up a run
on four hits with seven strikeouts
in four innings.
"He was only going to go three,
but we decided to go one more
with him," Trimper said."We had
to get work for all the guys."
"I wanted to go nine, but
[coach] gave me four and I appreciate that," Balentina said. "It was
good to get out there. We didn't
get a lot of playing time [at Hartford] because of the three-game
series. It was great to get a couple
ofinnings."
UMaine will return to the diamond Saturday for a double-header against America East Conference foe the University ofAlbany.
First pitch is scheduled for 1 p.m.

LaBree Apartments
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Poisoning
from Page 1
agreed.
"I think it's entirely from
the food," she said. "I don't
think a stomach bug would
cause that much upset. Every
single one of us experienced
the same symptoms. With a
stomach bug, maybe you can
fight it off but there was no
fighting this, everyone got
sick at the same time. No one
else we made contact with got
sick."

"I was stricken with it my"We're compelled to report
self," UMaine assistant ath- that and we did," Young said.
letic trainer Sam Walton said. "We're working with them
"[Googies] has delivered to us now to come to a resolution as
and we've never had a prob- to what we're dealing with."
lem with them before. It startYoung said he didn't realed late Sunday night and Mon- ize the extent of the outbreak
day I was feeling the end of it. until the next day.
I knew I just had to ride it out
"The pieces to the puzzle
and hydrate. Sunday I was up hadn't been put together yet
all night expelling stuff from so we really didn't know the
my body — I think that's how extent of the people involved
most people handled it."
until some staff reported back
With the cause still un- to our central operations where
known, Young said the school we have a network to help us
reported it to Maine's disease with health outbreaks," he
control.
said.
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TEASER
Softball travels to
Binghamton

mainecampus.com

SCOREBOARD
Bruins (Mon.)
Bulls(Mon.)
Heat (Mon.)
Red Sox (Mon.)
Mavericks (Tues)
Magic (Tues)

Black Bears look to halt
4-game skid

B5

4 2 Canadiens
96 90 Pacers
94 73 76ers
9 1 Blue Jays
101 89 Trail Blazers
88 82 Hawks

Baseball (Tues.) 4 2
Red Sox (Tues.) 0 5
Celtics (Tues.) 96 93
Sharks (Tues.) 6 5
Red Sox (Tues.) 5 3
Real Madrid (Wed.) 1 0

Colby
Athletics
Knicks
Kings(OT)
Athletics
Barcelona(ET)

COLUMN
Habs-Bruins comes
down to goaltending
Price and Thomas will
define the series

B4

Track athletes Baseball stands strong in home opener
mysteriously Black Bears score 3 in first inning to take care of Division III Colby College; Albany awaits
ill after meet
By Jesse Scardina
Sports Editor

Ambulance carts several away
By Jesse Scardina
Sports Editor
After a routine track meet at the University
of New Hampshire, a large group of the University of Maine track and field team suffered
a vicious stomach ailment, with multiple members carted away in a University Volunteer Ambulance Core ambulance.
"It was the most violent sickness I've ever
had in my entire life," UMaine track and field
distance runner MaryBeth Kelson said.
Although the cause of the sickness is still
unknown, a number of players believe it was
from the food they ate after the meet, from a
Portsmouth, N.H. sandwich shop called Googies.
"First of all, it's not confirmed as a food
poisoning," athletic trainer Richard Young
said. "We had the track and field team travel
to New Hampshire for a meet, and came back
to campus; and within 6 to 10 hours there were
some reports of random team members coming
up with issues."
The owner of the shop,Ryan Cronen,blamed
the sickness not on his restaurant, but on a severe stomach virus affecting Southern Maine
and New Hampshire.
"We can confirm that it's not food poisoning," Cronen said. "I've talked to all my deli
staff and we haven't had any other reports of
any other customers of ours getting food poisoning.
"[UNH track and field] coach Jim Boulanger
said there's a pretty rampant stomach virus
running around this area. A couple of his team
members had it last week and suffered from a
24-hour stomach bug," he said.
Kelson, a third-year nursing student, disSee Illnesses on B5

It took only 33 games into
the season, but the University of
Maine baseball team finally welcomed Mahaney Diamond to
some 2011 baseball, and did so
with a victory.
The Black Bears took care of
Division ill Colby College with
the score of 4-2 on a sunny Tuesday afternoon.
The Black Bears improve to
13-20, while the White Mules fall
to 10-15.
UMaine only mustered eight
hits compared to Colby's 10, but
head coach Steve Trimper wasn't
worried about the contact.
"We barreled up a lot of balls
but we just hit them right at guys,"
Trimper said."We lost at Hartford
[on Sunday]the same way."
Senior right fielder Joey Martin echoed the coach's thoughts.
"Baseball's a weird game
sometimes. You can hit the ball
hard and not produce," Martin
said. "We did get guys on base
but we weren't always able to get
them in, which is something we
want to work on."
After a scare in the top of the
first, when Colby threatened with
a runner at third, the Black Bears
grabbed a 3-0 lead after the first
inning.
Sophomore shortstop Michael
Fransoso got things started with
a single past the second baseman.
After back-to-back bunt singles
by junior center fielder Taylor
Amy Brooks• Photo Editor Lewis and Martin, junior desigSophomore shortstop Michael Fransoso makes a play to first in the Black Bears'first
nated hitter Justin Leisenheimer
home game of the 2011 season. Fransoso scored twice in the 4-2 victory over Colby
was pegged, bringing in the first
College.
run. A sacrifice fly by freshman

catcher Fran Whitten scored the
second run, and a double steal attempt brought in Leisenheimer for
the third.
"Scoring first is huge," Martin
said."We always try and make a
statement in the game. Once we
get guys on base it opens up what
we can do."
"We got the chance to move
guys around in that first inning
and played some team baseball,"
Trimper said. "Our offense has
always been built around moving
guys anyway, whether a hit-andrun or a bunt."
The White Mules grabbed
their first run in the third inning
when senior right fielder Richard
Newton scored off junior catcher
Brendan Gallagher's double.
Colby had another chance to
score after junior first baseman
Robb Arndt ripped a double and
advanced to third on a balk, but
UMaine junior pitcher Jonathon
Balentina was able to retire the
side without additional harm.
UMaine sophomore pitcher
Stephen Perakslis came on in the
fifth, but got into some trouble
in the top of the sixth, when the
White Mules put runners on the
corners with no outs. Peralcslis
managed to strike out the next two
batters and popped up the Colby
batter for the third out, protecting
the Black Bears'two-run lead.
"We walked a leadoff guy and
that guy scored, and we're trying
to cut down on leadoff walks,"
Trimper said. "We had a couple
0-2 hits, where our guys tried to
be a little too fine. But what happened is we came back and got
See Baseball on B5

Top 10 stoner
Men's hockey eyes next season
athletes of all time Defensive captains O'Neill, Cornell talk about improvements for 2011-12 campaign
blemish — a 2008 possession
charge — Holmes' name needs
a spot on this list.
Not sure about you, but in
the midst of
the hellish
turmoil of the
last month of
school, the
holidays really
helped me alleviate some
of that stress.
I hope you all
By Lucas
enjoyed yours
Thomas
as well.
Here's a
few athletes — current and
former — who've also been
known to celebrate: The sports
world's top 10 stoners.
10. Randy Moss
The legendary wideout has
admitted to smoking marijuana throughout high school
and in college at Florida State
and Marshall. College athletes
aren't subject to the drug testing
professional athletes are, so
coupling Moss'devious childhood ways and the freedom of
the greatest years of his life, we
can assume he partook. In 2005
he admitted to smoking pot in
the offseason "once in a blueberry moon," — I mean,"once
in a blue moon."
9. Santonio Holmes
Perhaps no other athlete in
any professional sport desperately tries to manipulate the
possibilities of getting high
around bi-weekly drug tests
than Holmes, another wideout
on this list. A March 31, 2010
Twitter post reads,"Time to
wake n bake."
A couple of things to note
here: It was during the driest
part of an NFL offseason and
it was tweeted at 9:06 a.m. The
true sign of a stoner is somebody who gets after it while
McDonald's is still serving
breakfast. With one career

8. Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
The NBA's all-time scoring leader is also a notorious
smoker. First, consider the era
in which he played. Dude came
into the league in '69 and spent
his college days smack dab in
the middle of the mother-of-alldecades for marijuana use.
In 1998 he was stopped by
customs at a Toronto airport for
a "miniscule amount" of marijuana. Tough move, Kareem
— no reason to try and sneak a
bowl pack across customs. Bite
the bullet and hit up vodka and
tonics on the beverage cart until
you land.
Other career accolades: a
charge for driving under the
influence of marijuana (another
real tough break) in 2000 and a
medical marijuana prescription
for migraine headaches. Big
ups, Lew.
7. Michael Vick
Vick first made waves with
airport security a la Abdul-Jabbar in one of those fake water
bottles that have a weed compartment in the bottom of it. It
smelled like weed, but nothing
was there — which means it
was probably Skunk or Sour D
to have that lingering effect.
Internet pictures surfaced of
Vick with a blunt in the back of
a limo, and after being suspended by the NFL for dog fighting charges in 2007, he tested
positive. Tough to blame him
really — if you're going down
already, might as well.
6. Josh Howard
While a member of the
Mavericks, Howard admitted
on Michael Irvin's radio show
he smoked marijuana during the
offseason like the majority of
See Pot Stars on B4

By Jesse Scardina
Sports Editor
After a rough end to what was
expected to be a promising season, the remaining members of
the University of Maine men's
hockey team looks to make the
season a distant memory.
That work starts right now.
Leading that march are two
of the four 2011-12 captains, defenders Will O'Neill and Mike
Cornell.
"I think disappointing is a
good word [for last season],"
Cornell said. "I don't think we
accomplished everything we
had in mind. That's how hockey
goes sometimes and it will be
a good learning experience for
some of our younger guys."
"It wasn't what we hoped
for. We wanted to go deeper but
there's nothing we can do about
it now," O'Neill said."We're excited for next season. I think you
learn from it and take [what you
can]from the season because we
had a good team and knew we
could win games."
The Black Bears did win
games — 17 in all — though
they stumbled down the stretch
and fell quietly out of the Hockey East Playoffs in the first round
to Merrimack College.
Heading to next year, team
members look to improve individually, which will help the
team as a whole.

File photo
UMaine junior defenseman Mike Cornell looks forward to leading the Black Bears as one of two defensive captains in the 2011-12 season. (File photo)
Cornell said. "This week we're
doing strength testing to see
where we're at and our strength
coach will give us a summer
routine."
"If everybody works as hard
as they can and everybody improves then indirectly that will
make us better," O'Neill added.
"If a freshman comes in next
year in better shape than this
season, it's an improvement for
the team."
In the offseason, Cornell is
looking to improve his condi-

"It was definitely a nice surprise. With
guys like Will and[offensive captains]
Spencer[Abbott]and Brian[Flynn], I wasn't
really expecting anything like that."
Mike Cornell
Sophomore defenseman
UMaine men's hockey
"In the summer it's difficult
to improve as a team, but everyone has their own individual
areas they need to improve on,"

tioning, as an abundance of defensive minutes are left on the
table after the graduation of Josh
Van Dyk and Jeff Dimmen.

"My biggest thing is to be in the votes reflected what they althe best shape I can physically," ready assumed.
"We felt it would be ideal to
Cornell said. "We're losing a lot
of minutes so I need to come in have a captain and an assistant at
to put myselfin a position to play the offensive and defensive end,
as much as I can. Hockey-wise I and the voting worked out that
need to get more confident with way," Whitehead said. "We're
the puck and use my [defensive] very confident in them and I'm
very excited to work with them
partner."
After the season ended,ques- as they develop their leadership
tions were raised as to which skills. They've benefited from
returning players would stay watching a great group before
and which ones would go onto them."
"It was definitely a nice surthe NHL. Star forward Gustav
Nyquist represented the latter, prise," Cornell said of the anwhile O'Neill opted to return for nouncement. "With guys like
Will and [offensive captains]
his senior season.
"I wanted to come back and Spencer [Abbott] and Brian
be a leader on this team,"O'Neill [Flynn], I wasn't really expectsaid. "Education's important to ing anything like that. We had a
me.Another year's going to help team meeting one afternoon and
my game and when I get [to the he announced those three guys
NHL] I want to be ready. Your and said there was a fourth. I
first opportunity could be your couldn't be happier. I've known
only opportunity and I want to Will for a long time and Brian
make the best of it. I want to be from before [UMaine] so it was
as strong, as fast and as good as a real treat for me.
"For me it's an opportunity to
I can be when I get there."
As far as deciding on new be a better leader," he continued.
captains, head coach Tim WhiteSee Captains on B5
head said the team voted, and

